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ABSTRACT
An attempt was made to build a bridge between the art and science of color, utilizing computer
graphics as a medium. This interactive tutorial presents both technical and non-technical information in
virtually complete graphic form, allowing the undergraduate college student to readily understand and
apply its content. The program concentrates on relevant topics within each of the following aspects of
color science: Color Vision, Light and Objects, ColorPerception, Aesthetics andDesign, Color
Order, and Computer ColorModels. Upon preliminary completion, user-testing was conducted in
order to ensure that the program is intuitive, intriguing, and valuable to a wide range of users. COLOR
LOGIC represents effective integration of color science, graphic design, user-interface design, and
computer graphics design. Several practical applications for the program are discussed.
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"Few artists or others who deal with color will deny that color poses difficult problems. Capable
people, all well disposed to art and the aesthetic approach, have recently added significantly to the
knowledge of color and to ways ofworking with it. They always intended that their findings would be
useful to artists and designers. Unfortunately, they have not succeeded in conveying that message, or their
contributions, to those intended
beneficiaries." 1
. . .MacAdam
"So where do we go from here? What contribution can each of us make to bridging the gap
between art and science? Basically it is a teaching job."9 . . .Wright
". . .for computers are making a broad expertise available to everyone. There is a rising demand
for individuals with the ability to reassemble knowledge into a coherent whole, to use a broad base of
knowledge to convey ideas and information. ...the monitor of a computer system is a display of
interactive color on which design is achieved by color manipulation. If you want to use the capabilities
computation provides, then knowledge of color principles will give you control of the computer image,
and provide you with a powerful tool for the communication of design ideas. With color graphic
computation, the language of color can be spoken with a new forcefulness to communicate
information."^
...Norman
INTRODUCTION:
The creation of COLOR LOGICa computer graphics-based interactive tutorialhas
encompassed numerous parameters that, whether initially related directly or indirectly to one another,
now form a single product; hence, the term bgic, which is defined as, "A mode of reasoning. The
relationship of element to element to whole in a set of objects, principles, individuals, or events."8 This
product is intended to educate college studentsat the undergraduate levelon segments of color
science, in the context of computer graphics; specifically, topics within those segments that are beneficial
to students who use Macintosh computers to generate artwork. In essence, such a tutorial appeals
potentially to students from awide range of academic disciplines.
Color science is broadly interdisciplinary, encompassing physics, chemistry, physiology,
psychology, and art and design, among others.Within each of these disciplines, color exhibits an immense
presence, very often taken for granted and not prioritized as a crucial entity. As one breaks through the
surface, he soon realizes that color is quite complex. Delving deeper, he further realizes that real-world
applications involving the use of color very often utilize information obtained from several individual
disciplines simultaneously. A fine artist specializing in painting, for example, might begin his work with a
small number ofwatercolors as primaries, say, a red, a yellow, a blue, a black, and a white. Through visual
experimentation, he will proceed to create multiple shades of
"new"
colors, via mixing certain primaries in
some proportion. Such mixing will typically be done not by making some series of calculated
measurements, but rather by dipping the brush into the various paint primaries. This method is the artist's
form of experimentationas with practice he knows how much of a given color is needed to produce the
desired mixture. For the artist, he may from this point be concerned only with his creative vision: the
scene or image the final artwork will portray. Conversely, he may possess the desire to know more about
the physical properties of the paint, such as: how it will appear under various lighting conditionsas in
his studio as opposed to a museum, controlling the levels of transparency and opacity in a systematic
fashion, and how certain colors will psychologically affect his viewers. Brief exposure to the physical
properties of light and objects, as well as to perceptual psychology, would provide such information.
Parallel to this notion is the endeavor of creating computer graphics with color. Just as the
curious fine artist in the previous example in no way needed to also be a physicist or a psychologist in
order to continue producing his artwork, the student attempting to generate computer graphics need not
be educated in all related disciplines either. Another example: a pre-medical student will likely possess a
good amount of knowledge pertaining to the human eye and its internal components; whereas, he may
never have been exposed to the theory of how color is used in art and designfor aesthetic purposes.
Futhermore, let us assume that he is conducting a senior research project which requires him to generate
some illustrations pertaining to the anatomy of the human brain. Even if he is a good illustrator, it is very
likely that the overall aesthetic quality of his final artwork will lack artistic integrityhe simply does not
possess the skills necessary, unless of course he fortunately has an art and design background as well.
Afterall, artists typically devote years to acquire such knowledge and skills. Essentially, he will benefit
greatly from a bit of foundation in aesthetics and
designwith respect to color theoryjustifiable in the
aesthetic improvement of his work. Via the Aesthetics and Design stack, he will be presented with a
foundation in Baubaus design theorywhere studies in black-and-white are of primary focus; then with
the work ofJohannes lttenwhich stresses color studies demonstrating contrast effects; and finally the
work ofJosefAlberswhich expands on the theories of ltten. Ultimately, the student will have gained
some insight into working with color effectively.
Consider yet another example: a Marketing professor who is using a hypermedia application to
generate an interactive tutorial on the subject of the New York Stock Exchange. Aside from presenting
statistical data and pertinent mathematical equations, she understands that full-color graphics will make
her tutorial aesthetically pleasing to the studentswhich, in return, aid in conveying the desired
information. But.. .she has no prior experience working with color in computer graphics! Reading the
manuals supplied with various software packages will likely supply only minimal relevant information.
Indeed, she would benefit greatly by knowing some fundamental aspects ofcolor scienceat least enough
so that the time invested now will soon be rewarding. Therefore, this person could spend about 1 to 2
hours navigating through each segment (stack/window) of Color Logic, studying the contents, and
repeating if/when necessary.
Considering these various interests and their obvious differences, they are indeed all relevant to a
single topic: Color. This enlightens another goal of COLOR LOGIC to contribute to the long-standing
efforts in an attempt to bridge the gap between the art and science of color.
BACKGROUND:
In order to develop a single application which communicates the diverse language of color to
individuals having various educational backgrounds and interests, the developer must necessarily be
fluent in this language himself. Moreover, and perhaps equally as important, he must then be able to
reconnect the fragmented components to form awell-organized, comprehensive whole. Fragmentation of
the subject of color is a result of the ever-prominent gap that exists among its uses in art and science.
Essentially, the artist and scientist drive toward a mutual goal: to utilize color in such a manner that the
result is aesthetically pleasingor at least acceptableto the viewer/observer. Beyond this goal, however,
such commonality very often dissipates. Thus, the underlying methodologies differ significantly from one
another.
Artists work with color in a highly qualitative mannerwhere it is incorporated as one of a
number of tools in the generation of artwork. These tools (or design elements) are inherent to design
foundation, consisting of: line, form, space, and color. Of these elements, color has been the most
challenging to approach in the artist's studio.5 Given traditional mediums such as canvas and paper, the
artist learns through much experimentation how to work with, and apply, color effectively. Bauhaus
design theory begins with exposure to line and form in black-and-white, whereby the visual weight of each
within some interval system is integral to its overall design solution. Next, as a result of the efforts of
Swiss-born painter Johannes ltten, focus is directed toward color interaction (called contrasts), as follows:
1. Contrast ofHue
2. Contrast ofSaturation
3. Contrast ofValue
4. ComplementaryContrast
5. Cold-Warm Contrast
6. Contrast ofExtension
7. Simultaneous Contrast
Expanding on contrasts, the artist is then exposed to the work ofJosefAlbersonce a student of ltten's
with which he learns how to prompt visual illusions through color. The following are some of
Albers'
contributions:
1. ReverseGroundsOne color appears as two different colors
2. Reverse GroundsTwo different colors appear as one color
3. Use ofMiddle Mixture
4. Illusion ofTransparency
To the artist, color is a means through which he is able to express a mood, feeling, or idea. His
creativity then allows him to incorporate such expressions with previous knowledge to ultimately produce
the final work of art. The implication here is that this approach to color is highly subjectivewhereby each
individual fosters his own expressions and interpretations.
But how does an artist think? How does he learn? And how does he create? These questions are
far removed from the scope of this paper. Or are they? In the context of color, they suddenly become
relevant. Yet, rather than attempting to answer them and thereafter justifying such responses, one might
do well to observe the artist at work; to converse with him about his attitudes toward color; and to strive
fora common mode ofcommunication. Perhaps the last of these is the foundation with which to build a
bridge between color art and science. As reflected in a column by David Wright (a color scientist)
regarding a college course designed to teach graduate students about color, "It was not easy to design a
very logical course for such a varied bunch of students and I doubt whether they learned very much from
me. But I like to think that we enjoyed ourselves, primarily because we learned from each other."9 The
inference here is that whether verbal and/or physical in nature, information was communicated
effectivelydrawing on the interests of those present. Whatever the conclusion, it is certainly well
understood that artists tend to work primarily from a highly visual perspective; they tend to think in
terms of pictorial visualization; and they tend to learn well when information is presented in highly-
illustrated, graphic form. Mathematical equations, data, and graphs are typically not of much interest to
the artist.
Now for a synopsis on the color scientist. "Nearly all persons who have contributed to color
science, recently as well as formerly, were attracted to the study ofcolor by color in art. Use ofobjective or
scientific methods did not result from any cold, detached attitude, but from the inherent difficulties of the
problems concerning color and its use, bywhich theywere intrigued."! Recall that of the design elements,
color poses the greatest challenge to the artist. Futher, that this is primarily due to the fact that the
appearance of a given color is dependent on all other colors present. The artist works from a visual
standpoint, experimenting with various color schemes aimed at obtaining an acceptable design solution.
Conversely, the scientist typically focuses on some well-known project with color, such as visual attributes
rooted in physiology and psychology; chemical attributes rooted in various dyes and pigments; physical
attributes rooted in reflection, transmission, and absorption properties, etcetera, of a given material or
object; and mathematical models used in the reproduction of color from one device to another. The
implication is that color science is highly quantitativecolor is broken down into its elemental
components, revealing chemical and physical propertiesand is then analyzed based on its application to
any ofa number of scientific disciplines.
As with past movements in art historysuch as the Renaissancevast technological advances in
color science allow one to track the progress of the behavior of color in various contexts. For example,
understanding the chemical properties of various color inks allows for the design of a color printer
optimal for the graphic arts; and understanding the characteristics ofvarious color monitors allows for the
selection of a desirable display device. Further, each device is known to have inherent limitations in its
color output (or gamut), which lends to still further information with respect to reproducing colors
between them. As one delves still deeper into these specialized areas, he unfortunately moves farther and
farther from qualitative aspects. Generally, such concerns are introduced near the end of the research,
and are often given an artist's attention. Moreover, this assumes that the scientist and artist are able to
communicate with one another. . .a big assumption indeed! The color artist and scientist must strive
equally for mutual understanding, or as one color scientist states, "It is no use the colour scientist
pretending he knows all about colour just because he can specify a colour in terms of its spectral
composition and tristimulus values. Colour is something that we see, and in my experience the artist
knows more about that than the scientist."^ Suffice it to say that neither anchor (art nor science) can be
productive at an optimal level without the otherthey are complementary, often interdependent.
Perhaps a most relevant example of such interdependence is the use of color in computer
graphics. The artist is approaching yet another medium through which to express his talents. As paint,
illustration, and 3-D graphics programs become more and more advanced, they are approaching true
replication of the characteristics inherent in traditional mediums. For example, current paint programs
allow the user to select the width, stroke, and pressure of a paint brush, air brush, or marker; various
canvas textures can be simulated on the computer display such that the illustration tools will mimic them;
a palette can be called upon which allows the user to actually mix a given set of primaries to produce a
seemingly unlimited number of new colors; and 3-D graphics can be generated such that they assume the
physical characteristics of real-world objects. This new medium, however, is not without its complexities.
The aforementioned palette is constructed using color selection devices (called color pickers)
incorporating mathematical models that are quite technical, and that differ significantly from one another.
The computer offers several advantages over traditional mediums, meriting the need to learn
about its inherent complexities. Color in this context is not wet, as is paintno longer does the artist need
to
'predict' how the resulting color will appear once it dries; color is not permanent, as is paintif a
mistake is made, or slight modification is needed along the value and/or chroma dimension(s) of a
particular hue, the user simply modifies the color and applies it appropriately; and color is accurately
reproducible on the displaywherein objects can easily be selected, copied, pasted, and resized
anywhere on the screen. These advantages, among others, have attracted artists from all areas of the fine
arts and design. Since color is the most relevant tool in computer graphics, the artist must learn how to
select, mix, and apply it effectively. This is where the complexities set in, demanding that his knowledge of
color move beyond the range ofcolor theory, and into color science.
Color scientists design and develop displays, printers, color-lookup-tables (CLUTs), and
mathematical models for color pickers; and artists utilize these technologies to produce visual forms of
communication. . .graphics. Further, the scientists must understand what it is that they are developing
they necessarily must become familiar with the end-user by observing and communicating. Scientists are
forced to see the world as artists in order to gain a better understanding of the use of a given product. On
the flip-side, artists design and develop visual forms of communicationvia computer graphics. Such
graphics may be 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional in nature, and may be placed in some series to produce
animated effects. Moreover, artists must understand the technical nature of color. Otherwise, the
selection, modification, and application of color is a matter of happenstance...quite a frustrating
approach indeed!
The environment centered around computer graphics seems to be reconnecting the fragments
ofcolorat least in relative termsforcing the construction ofa bridge between color art and science. The
following excerpt, though, perhaps states this more clearly: "The complexity of problems, the size of their
fragments, and the depth of our understanding of these fragments have created a demand for a different
kind of thinker, a thinker who surveys the plane of knowledge and sees that holes are being dug deeper
and deeper into the plane and recognizes that the holes are becoming narrower and narrower as
specialization increases. The thinker sees too that people are unable to see out of these narrow deep
holes to the other narrow deep holes in the plane; it is becoming more and more difficult to make
connections between these holes in the plane of knowledge. This thinker decides to be the connector."^
Quite familiar to the organized 'thinker/connector' is the notion that throughout his endeavor,
he must not deviate from its intended focus; he must continually evaluate his progress based on this
focus; and readily implement modifications to the overall design, allowing the resulting form to be
determined only upon completion of the project. The focus ofCOLOR LOGIC is to teach the fundamental
aspects ofcolor science to anyone using theMacintosh computer as a medium within which to produce
artwork. This requires a pooling of information across several segments of color sciencesifting out
information within those segments that is relevant to the use of color in computer graphics. In other
words, one must dig into several narrow deep holes, shovel the necessary information, and place it onto a
new plane. This new plane is the foundation for the bridge; the forms of information obtained are the raw
materials; and the/if of these materials necessitates a common mode ofcommunication.
PROCEDURE:
Recall that the focus of COLOR LOGIC is to teach the user the fundamental aspects of selected
areas of color art and scienceas they relate to using color in the generation of computer graphics-based
artwork. Further, that the format is a one-on-one situation whereby the computer presents information
via graphics and text, and then responds to input from the user with more graphics and/or text. This
output-input cycle creates human-computer interaction, and is thus categorized as hypermedia, defined
as, "Applications involving interactive, electronic
"documents,"
through which the reader can travel at will,
exploring concepts and information in non-sequential fashion."^
The first step in designing this tutorial was to determine the aspects of color science that relate
directly to computer graphics. I felt that a logical starting point would be the human eye, which is our
detector of light and objects in the environment; thus, a stack titled Color Vision. Knowing that two
components are required for the eye to "see" this environmenta light source and an objectthe physics
of colorwould necessarily follow; thus, a stack titled Light and Objects. It is worth noting that I purposely
avoided using the title Color Physics, as the audience for this tutorial might have been apprehensive
toward the word "physics"avoiding the stack altogetheralthough the content remains unchanged.
Once light has been altered by some object, through reflection and/or transmission as a result of internal
(sub-surface) particles and surface texture, it is detected by the eye and signals are then sent to the brain
for interpretation, or "perception"; thus, a stack titled Color Perception. Within the realm of color
perception, a notion arises that colors are affected by one another, and are hence dependent on spatial
arrangement and size. This pertains to theories of color application in art, where color is often used to
convey some visual
messagerequiring great skill; thus, a stack titled Aesthetics and Design. When
implementing such skill, it is extremely beneficial to have a system(s) with which to organize colors so
that they may be differentiated quickly and accurately; thus, a stack titled Color Order. Finally, the
culmination of these five stacks provides the supporting structure with which the user may readily
comprehend the final stack of this tutorialone which contains information regarding color
"models"
used in current computer graphics applications; thus, a stack titled Computer ColorModels. Once this
ideawas completed, it was proposed to two authorities on the subject of color science: Dr. Mark Fairchild
and Dr. Nancy Jo Howard, the former of whom is my thesis advisor, and the latter my undergraduate
academic advisor. With approval, I proceeded to continue developing the idea; and meetings continued
with Dr. Fairchild on a weekly basis.
The next step required me to assume the role of a computer graphic artist, as well as to
periodically obtain professional input. I was seeking the answer to the following questions, among others:
If I knew nothing about color science and wanted to use the computer as a medium with
which to produce my artwork, what information concerning color would be of interest to me?
What is color?
How do we see color?
What does the color trilogy consist of?
How does one work with color?
How is color reproduced on a computer monitor?
How does perception vary among observers?
How do objects vary?
How do different light sources change the perceived color of an object?
How do the optics of the eye capture color and send information to the brain for
interpretation?
Why do the three paint primariesthat we were taught in elementary school art classeswhen
mixed together, yield one color, while colored lights of those same three colors yield an entirely different
color?
What is the Munsell Color Order System, and how does it compare with models typically used
in computer graphics?
What are the dimensions through which a color is characterized?
What do these dimensions mean?
What are CIELAB and CIELUV based on, and what do they have to do with color in computer
graphics?
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Asking others and myself these questions, I was then able to begin researching the pertinent information
for each stack. This consisted of a literature search and continued consultation with my advisor.
Concurrently, it was also necessary to begin reading a number of manuals written on the subject of
HyperCard: the program which would ultimately contain the finished tutorial. Not only are there stack
design guidelinesregarding the placement of graphics and text, as well as human-computer interaction
techniques, but also limitations inherent to HyperCard itself. To blindly design the entire tutorial without
knowing published standards and limitations would potentially have created much havoc in the latter
stages ofdevelopment.
Published standards comprise rules and suggestions regarding graphic design and user interface
design decisions. Relative to this tutorial, graphic design is concerned with the appearance of cards and
backgrounds; and user interface design, with "how users interact with the stack and navigate within it
from one place to another Considering these two aspects of design, the following questions were
answered:
"What is my stack trying to accomplish?"6
"Is the purpose clear to my users?"6
"What's the best way to lay out this stack? This card?"6
"What kind ofbutton should I use here?"6
"If I use this kind of arrow, will users knowwhat I mean?"6
"How do I tell users what's going on?"6
Tying together all of the aforementioned aspects ofdesign and development, I began to illustrate
each card as it would appear on the monitor. The background layer of each card should be as consistent
as possible throughout every stack, so I proceeded to design several background templates that would
simulate the intended graphic interface, thereby editing each to yield the best final template as follows:
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Home
Card TirlP
nr
Card Graphic(s)
toO
Stack
Intro.
I 1Glossary <
"to
Home" is an icon which represents the HOME card, and allows the user to go back and
select another stack ofcards, or exit the tutorial by selecting QUIT.
"to Stack Intro." is an icon which represents the current stack's introduction card, allowing the
user to go back and select a specific card.
"Card
Title" is a button which, when selected, informs the user of the current card's purpose;
and also the key points of interest on the card.
"Card Graphic(s)" is/are the central element(s) of the card, containing terms and/or animation.
"ITF" is the infographic text field, which is where all definitions and other text will appear as the
result of user interaction.
"Glossary" is an icon which represents an on-line glossary containing all terms found within the
entire tutorial. The glossary is yet another element which evolved throughout development.
The "left and right pointing
arrows"
are the means through which the user will navigate
through the stack, card by card. Essentially, they take the user to the previous and next cards, respectively.
Unlike the background layer, all card layers differ from one another in both structure and
content. Moreover, each is a component of one of the stacksbelonging to some Category; each has a
Purpose; and there exists some method through which the user will Navigate through the contents of
each card, thereby allowing the user to orient and travel within the stack. Hence, it was necessary to
produce CPN descriptions to describe such criteria. The following is an in-depth discussion of the
development of each stackcard by cardin succession. Please note that for ease of reader
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comprehension, each card description contains information following a bullet (). This indicates the
method through which the card graphics were actually generated, although no graphics were created
until all CPN descriptions were completed and given approval by Dr. Fairchild.
13
COLOR LOGIC
Borne Card
The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction to the programCOLOR LOGIC:
DEFINING COLOR IN THE CONTEXT OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS. Perhaps the most important card
for the new user, the HOME card will consist of the following:
A logo which was developed specifically for this program, and therefore may only be used for
said programor by the author in future endeavors. This is accompanied by a series ofanimated dots
that appear in sequential order (ROY G BTV); and then disappear randomly.
Six text buttonsone for each stackthat link the user to a designated topic, and thus related
cards.
Skgrapbic iconsone to the left ofeach buttonthat represent the identity for the six stacks
of cards.
A balloon button which contains the list of those persons who provided helpin any form
at some time during the development of this program.
An information button which lists the navigation guidelines for this program, as well as basic
information on the graphic layout of each card. A non-scrolling window is used, as these guidelines must
be shortand simple.
A menu bar containing pull-down menus specifically designed for COLOR LOGIC, allowing
the user to QUIT the program or go to a specific stack. The respective command functions are active on
all cards.
14
COLOR VISION STACK
1. Introduction Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction to the
Color Vision stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an icon) which will
become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stack (the left EYE) will
appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x 5". This will be the only graphic element
on the card layer. Navigation begins once the user clicks either a specific card button or the right arrow.
The eye was generated using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0. A
T'xl"
version was needed for the HOME stack and background layer; and a 5"x5"
version for the introduction card.
2. Ontical Diagram Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to illustrate a cross-section of the eye,
thus showing what happens to the light once it penetrates the cornea. In addition, a 3-dimensional
illustration has also been providedaccessible via a radio button. Further, the user will be presented with
the name ofeach component of the eye, accompanied by a description of its functionthe latter requiring
user interaction. Within the card title, the user will be informed to click on a term in order to see an
animated effect. Essentially, the user navigates through the card by clicking the words on or near the
respective component, thus causing its definition to appear in the infographic text field.
"Two images were scanned into Photoshop 2.0 for use as on-screen models in PixelPaint
Professional 2.0.1. Onethe cross-sectional diagramwas recreated entirely, using the scanned image
only as a visual model. The
seconda 3-dimensional view of the eyewas modified slightly in PixelPaint
Professional 2.0, and is labeled asAdaptedfrom Roben.
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3. Retinal AnatomyCard
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the types of cells found in
the retina, with emphasis being placed on two specific types: rods and cones. Within the card title, the
user will be informed to click on a term in order to see an animated effect. Each cell-type will be labeled
automatically, the function of each being revealed in the infographic text field when the user clicks the
pertinent term.
The anatomical diagram was scanned in and recreated entirely; thus serving as a visual model
only. The image was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
4 Retinal Harmony Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to distinguish between rods and cones
in general, and to designate when these cells respond to a given luminance levelthis will determine
whether rods respond, cones respond, or a combination ofboth. Once the user clicks Scotopic, Mesopic,
or Photopic Vision, two graphics will appearillustrating the types of retinal cells (rods and/or cones)
involvedand information will appear in the infographic text field. Within the card title, the user will be
informed to click on a term in order to see an animated effect corresponding to the segment of a given
day in which that type ofvision typically occurs.
The rods and cones were copied from the retinal anatomy diagram, and pasted into this card.
The three scenes were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
5. Cone-Cell rKstrihiition Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to distinguish among the three types of
cone cells. Navigation begins when the user clicks one of the cone cellsits size will reduce, and the
graphic element will reproduce a pre-determined number of times (20 R, 10 G, or 1 B). A second feature
of this cardaccessible via a radio
buttonis a demonstration of why certain hues appear to advance,
while others appear to recede. A composite square contains 9 smaller squares of equal area, representing
5 hues. Since the distribution of cones differs among individuals, no answer is wrong, and the result will
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potentially differ from that which is expected. Once the user clicks on the composite square, the ideal
answer corresponding to a person with normal color vision and the approximate ratio20 R : 10 G : IB-
will be shown. The fact that these hues all have the same brightness and chroma will be revealed, and an
explanation given as to why the individual's response may differ from the ideal.
"The cone cells were copied from the retinal harmony card, and pasted into this card. Once in
here, each was scaled down in size and copied a pre-determined number of times: 20 R, 10 G, and 1 B.
The composite square and examples were created in SuperCard 1.6.
6. Trichromatic Theory Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to present to the user the first of three
theories that attempt to explain the form in which retinal signals are sent to the brain for processing.
Navigation will begin when the user clicks the graphic, and the following statement appears within the
infographic text field, "Red, green, and blue signals are being sent to the brain; however, this does not
intuitively explain how we are able to see all of the colors of the visible spectrum. The phenomenon
known as Additive ColorMixture provides the answer." In addition, an example of additive color mixing
will be demonstrated using light primarieswhich, when dragged over top of one another, will
automatically simulate the additive effect. This is accessible at the bottom center portion of the card, via a
radio button. This theory fails to explain color vision deficiencies.
The cones and primaries were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The brain was copied
from the Color Perception introduction card, and pasted into this card. The Additive Color Mixing
example was created in SuperCard 1.6.
7 Onnonent TheoryCard
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to present to the user the second of
three theories that attempt to explain the form in which retinal signals are sent to the brain for processing.
Navigation will entail having the user click the term Theory for an explanation. An example of afterimages
will be demonstrated via the selection of the appropriate radio button.
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The cones and brain were copied from the Trichromatic Theory card, and pasted into this
card. The cones were modified using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The afterimage was created in
SuperCard 1.6.
8. Stage Theory Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to present to the user the last of three
theories that attempt to explain the form in which retinal signals are sent to the brain for processing.
Navigation will entail having the user click the terms for an explanation ofwhat really happens when they
reach the braina combination of the Trichromatic Theory (taking into account Additive Color Mixing)
and the Opponent Theory (taking into account various levels ofLightness and ColorVision Deficiencies).
The cones and brain were copied from the Trichromatic Theory card, and pasted into this
card. The graphs were generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
9 ColorVision Deficiencies Card
The category is Color Vision. The purpose of this card is to inform the user of the Color Vision
Deficiencies known to exist. Navigation begins when the user clicks a term corresponding to either
Trichromatism, Protanopia, Deuteranopic Tritanopia, orMonochromatismat which point its definition
will appear in the infographic text field. In addition, the appropriate graphic will appear to the right to
simulate the resulting appearance experienced by someone possessing that deficiency.
The cones were copied from the Opponent Theory card, and pasted into this card. The
Deficiency Simulation Image and no-signs were generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
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LIGHTAND OBJECTS STACK
1. Introduction Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction to
the Light and Objects stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an icon) which
will be recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stackwhite light refracting
through a prismwill appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x 5". This will be the
only graphic element on the card layer. Text regarding Newton's
"discovery"
will appear in the lower
center portion of the card when the user clicks on the term PRISM. The user then has the option to either
go to the next card in the stack, or to a specific card via a card title button.
The sun and prism were generated using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized
in Photoshop 2.0. A
T'xl"
version was needed for the HOME stack and background layer; and a 5"x5"
version for the introduction card.
2. Light Comnosition Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to present to the user the
visible spectrum, contained within the optical spectrum, which in turn is contained within the
electromagnetic spectrum. Navigation begins when the user clicks one of the subtitles (electromagnetic,
optical, or visible spectrum) or wavelength.
The spectra were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
3 Tight Sources Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to present to the user four
common light sources, and to illustrate how each can affect the appearance of a white objectpaper.
Navigation begins when the user clicks a graphic elementicon(or term) representing one of the
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sources, causing a beam of light to travel from the source to the corresponding sheet of paper.
Simultaneously, its CCT-range will appear in the infographic text field. Once all sources have been
selected, the user will be able to make appearance judgments based on their differences.
The light sources were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1; and the light rays (including
their simulated effects on the white paper) were created in SuperCard 1.6.
4. CIE Daylight Illumitiants Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to present to the user three of
the most commonly used CIE daylight illuminants, and to illustrate the spectral power distribution of
each. Navigation begins when the user clicks a graphic elementiconrepresenting one of the
illuminants, causing its spectral power distribution to appear. Once all illuminants have been selected, the
user will be able to make appearance judgments based on their differences.
The spectral power distributions (SPD's) were generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
5. More CIE Illuminants Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to present to the user two
otherperhaps more commonof the CIE standard illuminants, and to illustrate the spectral power
distribution of each. Navigation begins when the user clicks a graphic elementiconrepresenting one of
the illuminants, causing its spectral power distribution to appear. Once all illuminants have been selected,
the user will be able to make appearance judgments based on their differences.
The spectral power distributions (SPD's) were generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
6 What Ahont Time? Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to inform the user that a source
can make an object appear differently depending on the time ofdayas with the Sun; or gradually over a
period of timeas with other sources. The Sun will be the central element, others being accessible
through a button.
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*Since illuminants are theoretical, and thus based on equations and data, their values remain constant
over time. In research applications, standard illuminants are often used for such consistency. Navigation
will entail having the user click various numbers on the clockcausing the Sun to appear (changing color
corresponding to a given time ofday). Simultaneously, the CCT will appear on the clock.
The Sun variants and clockwere created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
7. Matte Object Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to illustrate what happens when
light makes contact with a matte object. Navigation begins when the user clicks the Sun, at which point
light will travel in the form of a composite ray. The ray of light will bombard the surface of the object, and
subsequent rays will spawn. Absorption and diffuse reflection will be magnified from the surface in order
to illustrate these concepts.
The magnified views of absorption and diffuse reflection were generated in PixelPaint
Professional 2.0.1. The light rays and objectwere generated in SuperCard 1.6.
8 GlossyObject Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to illustrate what happens when
light makes contact with a glossy object. Navigation begins when the user clicks the Sun, at which point
light will travel in the form of a composite ray. The ray of light will bombard the surface of the object, and
subsequent rays will spawn. Absorption and diffuse reflection will be magnified from the surface in order
to illustrate these concepts.
The magnified views of absorption and diffuse reflection were generated in PixelPaint
Professional 2.0.1. The light rays and object were generated in SuperCard 1.6.
9 Mirror Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to illustrate what happens when light
makes contact with a mirror. Navigation begins when the user clicks the Sun, at which point light will
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travel in the form of a composite ray. The ray of light will bombard the surface of the object, and
subsequent rays will spawn. Absorption will be magnified from the surface in order to illustrate what
happens if the mirror has inherent imperfections.
"The magnified view of absorption was generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The light rays
and object were generated in SuperCard 1.6.
10. Transparent Object Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to illustrate what happens when
light makes contact with a transparent object. Navigation begins when the user clicks the Sun, at which
point light will travel in the form of a composite ray. The ray of light will bombard the surface of the
object, and subsequent rays will spawn. Absorption will be magnified from the surface in order to
illustrate this concept.
The magnified view of absorption was generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The light rays
and object were generated in SuperCard 1.6.
11 Translucent Object Card
The category is Light and Objects. The purpose of this card is to illustrate what happens when
light makes contact with a translucent object. Navigation begins when the user clicks the Sun, at which
point light will travel in the form of a composite ray. The ray of light will bombard the surface of the
object, and subsequent rays will spawn. Absorption and diffuse reflection will be magnified from the
surface in order to illustrate these concepts.
"The magnified views of absorption and diffuse reflection were generated in PixelPaint
Professional 2.0.1. The light rays and object were generated in SuperCard 1.6.
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COLORPERCEPTION STACK
1. Introduction Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction to
the Color Perception stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an icon) which
will become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stack (a cross-section
profile of the head and neckwith emphasis on the brain) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged
to approximately
5"
x 5". This will be the primary graphic element on the card layer. Navigation begins
once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button.
A profile was scanned in and recreated entirely; thus serving as a visual model only. The image
was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.1, then edited and resized in Photoshop 2.0. A
l"xl"
version was
needed for the HOME stack and background layer; and a 5"x5" version for the introduction card.
2. Central Visual Anatomy Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate a superior (top) view
of a cross-section of the brain, with respect to various components responsible for processing visual
images. Further, the user will be presented with the name of each component of the brain, accompanied
by a description of its functionthe latter requiring user interaction. Essentially, the user navigates
through the card by clicking the terms near the respective component (at which point it will be revealed
by an animated series ofdots), prompting the respective definition to appear in the infographic text field.
The cross-section of the brain was scanned in and adapted from Rohen in PixelPaint
Professional 2.0.1.
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3 Ontical Pathway Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate a superior (top) view
of a cross-section of the brain, with respect to the paths in which retinal signals travel en route to the
visual cortex. The user will navigate through the card by clicking the Left and Right Visual Field terms, at
which point the pathway will pulse, and the respective definition will appear in the infographic text field.
The diagram was generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1; and the animated arrows-
simulating rays of lightwere created in SuperCard 1.6.
4 Color Trilogy Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to reinforce the implications of
the Color Vision stack, theLight and Objects stack, and the Color Perception stack: (1) that the
perception of color absolutely requires an object, a light source, and an observer, and (2) that these
components exist in many varieties and are thus variables contributing to each individual percept.
Navigation begins when the user clicks a term corresponding to one of the graphic elements, at which
point the term will become highlightedits respective definition appearing in the infographic text field.
In addition, the user will be prompted to click on the line joining the source and object, at which point a
computer monitor will appear. The monitor is both an object and a light source. To once again see the
original scheme, the userwill simply click on the line which joins the observer and monitor.
All graphics were generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The lines were created in
SuperCard 1.6.
S. Chromatic Adaptation Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to demonstrate that the eye
adapts to a given light source over a specified period of time. The user will first be presented with a gray
square suited for neutralizing the
eyes'
sensitivity to color, followed by a graphic image as it might appear
under DAYLIGHT illumination. After having viewed the image for 45 seconds, the infographic text field
will prompt the user to recollect his observations. When the user clicks on the CONTINUE... button, the
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first image will disappear, and another gray square will be presented, followed by the same graphic image
as it might appear under INCANDESCENT illumination. After having viewed the image for 45 seconds, the
infographic text field will prompt the user to recollect his observations. Finally, once the user clicks on the
COMPARISON... button, both images will appear, and reveal the obvious color differences between them.
The basic image was created using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, and represents the DAYLIGHT-
illuminated image; whereas the same image was edited in Photoshop to represent the INCANDESCENT-
illuminated image.
6. Memory Color Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the effect experience
has on the perception of color, in that objects are typically associated with having a
"real"
coloralthough
they often exist in several colors. Navigation begins when the user clicks a given color association term: a
description of the respective object will appear in the infographic text field, accompanied by other colors
in which that object is known to exist.
All graphics were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
7 Simultaneous Contrast Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the visual effects backgrounds
pose onto stimuli: a neutral scale will show lightness effects, and a simultaneous contrast scheme will
show hue, saturation, and brightness effects. The user will navigate by clicking neutral scale or
simultaneous contrast. For the latter, an additional enhancement has been addedthe user can click
either of the radio buttons (Colors on Neutrals or Colors on Colors) to see the appearance changes
different backgrounds pose on the central geometric stimulus (which maintains consistent color attributes
throughout).
All graphics were generated in SuperCard 1.6.
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8. Afterimages Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the visual effect
created as a result of cone-cell desensitization. The user will navigate through the card by first selecting
the appropriate radio button, at which point the user will be prompted to adapt to the image for 45
seconds. After the adaptation period, the image will be replaced by a solid white area of the same size
the afterimage will thus be revealed.
All graphics were generated in SuperCard 1.6.
9. Observer Variances Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate that for the same
object under the same illuminant, each observer perceives that object differently.
*Such variances are due to: age, lens flexibility, macular density, and cone-cell distributionall of which
vary from observer to observer.
Navigation will entail the user clicking the three observers to see how the perception of the image
changes, accompanied by respective characteristics.
The observers were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The 3-D image was created in
Stratavision; and modified for each observer in Photoshop 2.0.
10 Ohserver Metamerism Card
The category is Color Perception. The purpose of this card is to illustrate that for the same
PAIR of objects under the same illuminant, one observer may perceive them to be a MATCH, while
another observer may detect enough color variance such that they do not produce a match..
*Such variances are due to: age, lens flexibility, macular density, and cone-cell distributionall ofwhich
vary from observer to observer.
Navigation will entail the user clicking the two observers to see how the perception of the image PAIR
changes, accompanied by respective characteristics.
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The observers were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The image-pairs were created in
PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1; and modified for each observer in Photoshop 2.0.
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AESTHETICSAND DESIGN STACK
1. Introduction Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction
to the Aesthetics and Design stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an icon)
which will become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stack (and
artist's palette and paintbrush) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x 5".
This will be the only graphic element on the card layer. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the
right arrow or a card title button.
The artist's palette and paintbrush were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and
resized in Photoshop 2.0. A
T'xl"
version was needed for the HOME stack and background layer; and a
5"x5"
version for the introduction card.
2. Using LIGHT as aMedium Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the concept of
additive colormixingincorporating pixels from a color monitor on one side, and halogen light sources
(3) each covered by a different filter on the other. The user navigates through the card by clicking the
terms, revealing the important definitions in the infographic text field. The central portion of the card
contains three circles (Red, Green, and Blue) that simulate light sources. The user will be prompted to
click on any one of them and drag it over top of the others to produce the following secondary and
tertiary admixtures:
Red + Green = Yellow
Red + Blue = Magenta
Green + Blue = Cyan
Red + Green + Blue = White
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"The monitor and light sources were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The simulated light
sources were created in SuperCard 1.6.
3. Using OBJECTS as aMedium Card
The category isAesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the concept of
subtractive colormixingincorporating tubes of paint on one side, and crayons on the other. The user
navigates through the card by clicking the terms, revealing the important definitions in the infographic
text field. The central portion of the card contains three irregular shapes (Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow) that
simulate blobs of paint. The user will be prompted to click on any one of them and drag it over top of the
others to produce the following secondary and tertiary admixtures:
Cyan + Magenta = Blue
Cyan + Yellow = Green
Magenta + Yellow = Red
Cyan + Magenta + Yellow = Black
The crayons and tubes of paint were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The simulated
blobs of paint were created in SuperCard 1.6.
4 Bauhaus Design Introduction Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. Before working with color, designers need to have a
thorough understanding of basic design conceptsusing only black-and-white. The purpose of this card is
to serve as the introduction to the Bauhaus Design portion of the stack, and to form in the user's memory
an identity (in the form of an icon) which will become recognizable throughout the remainder of the
stack. The icon for this stack (text with color effects) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged to
approximately
5"
x 5". This will be the only graphic element on the card layer. Navigation begins once the
user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button.
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The text was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in Photoshop 2.0.
A l"xl" version was needed for the background layer of the relative cards; and a
5"x5"
version for the
introduction card.
5. Sequential Pattern Card
The category isAesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate one of the basic
theories ofBauhaus Designa series of patterns that are all different from one another, showing contrast
and a progression from dark to light. Aside from selecting a term, the user may also create a pattern of his
own. This is accomplished by clicking and dragging on thewhite lines in the upper portion of the card.
All sample patterns were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0. The white lines were created in SuperCard 1.6.
6. Interrunted Pattern Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate one of the basic
theories of Bauhaus Designa series of patterns that are effectively interrupted by adding, changing
direction, or using other devices. The user selects the A, B, C, and D terms for corresponding pattern
descriptions. "AH sample patterns were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and
resized in Photoshop 2.0.
7 Interval Systems Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate one of the basic
theories ofBauhaus Designa series of patterns that effectively give movement to the design. Aside from
selecting a term, the user may also create a pattern of his own. This is accomplished by clicking and
dragging on thewhite lines in the upper portion of the card.
All sample patterns were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0. Thewhite lines were created in SuperCard 1.6.
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8. Pattern As Gray Scale Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate one of the basic
theories ofBauhaus Designa series of patterns that effectively illustrate different ways to see contrast in
gray scales and pattern. All nine patterns differ, yet show contrast and progression of values. In addition,
the middle pattern within a given row must show transition between the first and third patterns.
All sample patterns were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
9. Tvoogranhv As Gray Scale Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to illustrate one of the basic
theories ofBauhaus Designa series of patterns that effectively illustrate different ways to see contrast in
gray scales and pattern, using typography. Essentially, the top portion shows value differences; while the
bottom portion shows pattern and contrast.
All sample patterns were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
10 Tohannes ltten Introduction Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction
to the Johannes ltten portion of the stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an
icon) which will become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stack (text
with color effects) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x 5". This will be
the only graphic element on the card layer. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow
or a card title button.
The text was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in Photoshop 2.0.
A l"xl" version was needed for the background layer of the relative cards; and a
5"x5"
version for the
introduction card.
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11. Contrast ofHue-The category isAesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to present the
most extreme instance of contrast lying among chromatic colors: yellow/red/blue. The intensity
diminishes as the chosen hues are removed from the three primaries. Therefore, the secondary colors
orange, green, and violet are weaker in contrast than red, yellow, and blue. Navigation begins once the
user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button; or any of the rectangles at the top of the screento
create a composition with secondary colors.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0. User-interactive graphics (rectangles) were created in SuperCard 1.6.
12. Contrast of Saturation-The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to
present the contrast between pure, intense colors and dull, diluted colors. These examples simulate
subtractive color mixing. On a checkered pattern of 25 squares, luminous red is placed in the center; the
four corners are neutral gray in the same brightness as the pure color. Graded admixture ofgraywith the
pure color produces intermediate shades of low saturation. Navigation begins once the user clicks either
the right arrow or a card title button; or any of the terms A, B, C, D, E, F, for a specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
13. Contrast of Value-The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to present
the artist's strongest expression of value: black and white, and a series of grays that lie between. Equally
important are the value contrasts that exist among chromatic colors. Essentially, the benefit in the
improvement in one's sense of shading; as well as knowing the existing variances among all of the hues in
general. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button; or either of the
terms A or B for a specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
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14. Complementary Contrast-The category is Aesthetics and Design The purpose of this card is to
graphically illustrate the concept of complementary contrast. Essentially, this effect is produced by two
colors if, mixed together, yield a neutral gray-black; and by two colored lights if, mixed together, produce
white. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button; or any of the
terms A, B, and C for a specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
15- Cold-Warm Contrast-The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to identify
a sensation of temperature with the visual realm of color sensation. This form of contrast contains
elements suggesting: nearness and distance, cold and warm, transparent and opaque. Navigation begins
once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button; or any of the terms A, B, and C for a
specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
16. Contrast Of Extension-The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to
graphically illustrate the contrast between much and little, great and smalla contrast of proportion. Such
proportions should be determined subjectively, although Goethe's examples are used here. Navigation
begins once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button; or any of the terms A, B, and C for
a specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
17. Simultaneous Contrast-The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to
demonstrate the eyes'need for the complementary color of a given stimulus. Each of six color squares
contains a small open neutral gray square, matching the background color in brilliance. Perceptually, each
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gray square is tinged with the complement of the respective background; and a second example
incorporates three different grays onto a common background. This form of contrast results from the fact
that the eye simultaneously requires the complementary color, and generates it spontaneously if it is not
already present. This centers around the afterimage examples provided in the COLOR VISION and COLOR
PERCEPTION stacks. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button; or
any of the terms A, B, C, D, E, F, G, for a specific description.
"The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
18 TosefAlhers Introduction Card
The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction
to the JosefAlbers portion of the stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an
icon) which will become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stack (text
with color effects) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x 5". This will be
the only graphic element on the card layer. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow
or a card title button.
"The text was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in Photoshop 2.0.
A T'xl" version was needed for the background layer of the relative cards; and a
5"x5"
version for the
introduction card.
19. Reverse Grounds (1 as 2VThe category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to
show that one color can appear as two different colors when placed on selected backgrounds. As
indicated by the examples, the specific background scheme involved determines the level of complexity
required to make the design successful. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow or a
card title button; or any of the terms A, B, C for a specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
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20. Reverse Grounds (2 as 1)-The category isAesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to
show that two colors can appear as one color when placed on selected backgrounds. As indicated by the
examples, the specific background scheme involved determines the level of complexity required to make
the design successful. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right arrow or a card title button;
or any of the terms A, B, C for a specific description.
The examples were created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0.
21. Use Of Middle Mixture-The category is Aesthetics and Design. Albers learned, in working with
stained glass, that he could make otherwise flat colors appear transparent. The purpose of this card is to
present a composition that exemplifies this notion. Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right
arrow or a card title button; or any of the terms A B, C for a specific description. In addition, by clicking
on the Glass House Exercise... button, the user will be able to create a composition of his own.
"The composition was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The Glass House graphics were
generated in SuperCard 1.6.
22. Illusion Of Transparencv-The category is Aesthetics and Design. The purpose of this card is to
demonstrate the notion that colors, when placed adjacent to one another such that they form a blend, can
create the illusion of transparency. Essentially, the eye perceives a gradation of colorwithin each bar. This
is termed thefluting effect, ofwhich each color bar seems to forecast the next color in a series. Lastly, this
effect also gives the illusion of a curved surface Navigation begins once the user clicks either the right
arrow or a card title button; or any of the terms A, B, C for a specific description. In addition, by clicking
on the color bars located above the examples and placing them in sequential order, the user will be able
to create a composition ofhis own.
"The yellow-to-green example was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The color bars were
generated in SuperCard 1.6.
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COLOR ORDER STACK
1. Introduction Card
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to serve as the introduction to the
Color Order stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the form of an icon) which will
become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this stack (Newton's Color
Circle) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x 5". This will be the only
graphic element on the card layer.
The color circle was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0. A
T'xl"
version was needed for the HOME stack and background layer; and a 5"x5"
version for the introduction card.
2. Munsell Color Attributes Card
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to introduce the three color attributes
which identify a color in the Munsell system. The user will navigate through the card by clicking any of
the termsat which point the respective definitions will appear in the infographic text field. Also, if the
user clicks one of the samples along the chroma line, it will highlight and the exact Munsell designation
will appear inside the hue circle.
The HVC chart was created using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1 in conjunction with the TekColor
color picker (which incorporates equal visual spacing). The animated effects were generated in SuperCard
1.6.
1 Munsell Hue Charts Card
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to graphically display the hue charts
that correspond to the 5 primary hues, as well as the 5 intermediate onestaken directly from the charts
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in theMunsell Student Set. Navigation will entail the user clicking a hue on the hue circleat which point
its designation will appear in the center of the circle, the respective chart will appear in the center of the
card, and a briefdescription of the hue will appear in the infographic text field.
The charts was created using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1 in conjunction with the TekColor
color picker (which incorporates equal visual spacing).
4 Munsell Color Tree Card
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the Munsell color
attributes in simulated 3-dimensional viewwith hues at value 5- Further, this view will provide a
composite formwhereby all three attributes are simultaneously interactive. As with card #3, the three
attributes will be defined in the infographic text field, as prompted by the user.
"The Munsell tree was created using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1 in conjunction with the
TekColor color picker (which incorporates equal visual spacing).
5 CTF ChromatiritvDiagram Card
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the CIE Chromaticity
Diagram in two views: (1) 2-dimensionaJ, displaying the diagram with x,y axes, and (2) simulated 3-
dimensional, displaying luminance (Y) along the z-axisin addition to x,y axes. Further, this card will also
display the actual and desired characteristics of the CIE space, once the user views the 3-dimensional
diagram and pertinent equations.
?ACTUAL
NO Opponent signal processing
NONUNIFORM sampling of hue, lightness, and chroma
NO chromatic adaptation transformation
IRREGULAR shape
?DESIRED
Mathematics relates to physiology
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Uniformly sample perceptual attributes
Chromatic adaptation transformation related to physiology
Spacing independent of illuminant
Regular shape
All graphics were generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, and edited in Photoshop 2.0.
6. CIELAB: CIE 1976 fL*a*h*^ Color Space Card
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the CIELAB Color Space in
simulated 3-dimensional view, displaying redness/greenness (a*) along the x-axis, yellowness/blueness
(b*) along the z-axis, and lightness (L*) along the y-axis. Further, this card will also display CIELAB
Chroma and HueAnglein 2-dimensional view, accessible via a radio button.
*In 2-dimensional view the assignment is: a*x-axis, and b*y-axis, where L* would represent the z-axis
(coming toward the viewer).
?ACTUAL
Opponent signal processing
Approximately uniform sampling of hue, lightness, and chroma
Approximate chromatic adaptation transformation
Spacing valid only for near-daylight illuminants
Irregular shape
?DESIRED
Mathematics relates to physiology
Uniformly sample perceptual attributes
Chromatic adaptation transformation related to physiology
Spacing independent of illuminant
Regular shape
Pertinent equations and their relationships to one another will be accessible via the
MATHEMATICS... button.
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7 CIELUV: CIE 1976 fL*u*v^ Color Snare CarH
The category is Color Order. The purpose of this card is to illustrate the CIELUV Color Space in
simulated 3-dimensional view, displaying redness/greenness (u*) along the x-axis, yellowness/blueness
(v*) along the z-axis, and lightness (L*) along the y-axis. Further, this card will also display CIELUV
Chroma and HueAnglein 2-dimensional view, accessible via a radio button.
*In 2-dimensional view the assignment is: u*x-axis, andv*y-axis, where L* would represent the z-axis
(coming toward the viewer).
?ACTUAL
Opponent signal processing
Approximately uniform sampling of hue, lightness, and chroma
Approximate chromatic adaptation transformation
Spacing valid only for near-daylight illuminants
Irregular shape
?DESIRED
Mathematics relates to physiology
Uniformly sample perceptual attributes
Chromatic adaptation transformation related to physiology
Spacing independent of illuminant
Regular shape
Pertinent equations and their relationships to one another will be accessible via the
MATHEMATICS... button.
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COMPUTER COLORMODELS STACK
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1. Introduction Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to serve as the
introduction to the Computer Color Models stack, and to form in the user's memory an identity (in the
form of an icon) which will become recognizable throughout the remainder of the stack. The icon for this
stack (a crossword puzzle) will appear in the center of the screen enlarged to approximately
5"
x
5" This
will be the only graphic element on the card layer.
The crossword puzzle was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.1, then edited and resized in
Photoshop 2.0. A
l"xl"
version was needed for the HOME stack and backgrounand layer; and a 5"x5"
version for the introduction card.
2. RGB Color Specification Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to present thefirst of
four computer color models categorized as device dependent. At this point in the program, provided the
user has at some point gone through the other five stacks, it is important to present a color model which
seems logicalwith respect to the fact that the color monitor produces color with Red, Green, and Blue
phosphor primaries. The graphic with rounded corners represents a diagram ofRGB-spaceeach corner
(vertex) of the cube represented by the appropriate, fully-saturated hue. Navigation entails the user
clicking the diagramat which point eachpercent R, G, B designation will appear at its respective vertex.
To the right of the RGB model, four criteriain the form of clickable buttonswill provide necessary
parameters with which the user can later distinguish from those of the other models.
The RGB model was generated using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The RGB diagram was
generated in SuperCard 1.6.
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3. CMY Color Specification Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to present the second of
four computer color models categorized as device dependent. At this point in the program, provided the
user has at some point gone through the other five stacks, it is important to present a color model which
seems logicalwith respect to the fact that the color monitor produces color with Red, Green, and Blue
phosphor primaries. The graphic with rounded corners represents a diagram ofCMY-spaceeach corner
(vertex) of the cube represented by the appropriate, fully-saturated hue. Navigation entails the user
clicking the diagramat which point each percent C, M, Kdesignation will appear at its respective vertex.
To the right of the CMY model, four criteriain the form of clickable buttonswill provide necessary
parameters with which the user can later distinguish from those of the other models.
The CMY model was generated using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1. The CMY diagram was
generated in SuperCard 1.6.
4. HLS Color Specification Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to present the third of
four computer color models categorized as device dependent; however, this is thefirst of three models
that incorporate descriptive perceptual parameters: H ue, Lightness, and Saturation. The diagram
represents HLS spaceeach segment of the mid-section of its symmetrically double-ended conical shape
labelled with hue names at various polar (degree0) locations. Navigation entails the user clicking the
colored circles on the diagramwhich are, in fact, buttonsat which point each specification forHue will
appear at its respective polar position. To the right of the HLS model, four criteriain the form of
clickable buttonswill provide necessary parameters with which the user can later distinguish from those
of the othermodels.
The HLS model and diagram were created using PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
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5. HSB Color Specification Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to present the last of
four computer color models categorized as device dependent; however, this is the secondofthree models
that incorporate descriptive perceptual parameters: H ue, Saturation, and Brightness. The diagram
represents HSB spacethe uppermost layer of its inverted conical shape labelled with hue names at
various polar (degree0) locations. Navigation entails the user clicking the colored circles on the diagram
which are, in fact, buttonsat which point each specification for Hue will appear at its respective polar
position. To the right of the HSB model, four criteriain the form of clickable buttonswill provide
necessary parameters with which the user can later distinguish from those of the othermodels.
The HSB model was captured as a "screen dump" and edited in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
The diagram was created in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
6. TekHVC Color Specification Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to present a color model
which is device independent; incorporates descriptive perceptualparameters, conforms to equal visual
spacing, and is based on the CIE color system (specifically, CIELUV). These characteristics offer significant
improvements over the other models mentioned. When the user navigatesby clicking any of the
characteristics listed on the cardthe pertinent advantages will appear in the infographic text field (ITF)
for review. Since the color gamut of this modelled according to the capabilities of the monitor and printer
being used, its form will vary from computer to computer. As a result, this solid is irregularly shaped.
Furthermore, clicking the DEMONSTRATION... button will cause it to rotate 120, for 2 complete cycles.
The TekHVC model and diagrams were scanned in and edited in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1.
7 CoJoi MlMrf1 Comparisons Card
The category is Computer Color Models. The purpose of this card is to present a
comprehensive comparison of the five color models described previously. By clicking on the sample color
blocks, the pertinent numerical designations for each model will appear. Selecting the model appropriate
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for a given need depends on the specific TYPE of information required. Further, clicking on the model
types will provide pertinent examples.
The colored text was generated in PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1
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Having completed all CPN cards and pertinent illustrations, it was necessary to move on to the
actual graphics generation phase of the project. Being quite familiar with the types of graphics software
availablebitmapped (pixel-based) graphics and vector (object-based) graphics, as well as several specific
software packages, I then proceeded to select four that seemed most appropriate for my needs. Those
were: PixelPaint Professional 2.0.1, Aldus Freehand 3.1, Stratavision, andAdobe Photoshop 2.0. PixelPaint,
Freehand, and Stratavision were used to generate the graphics; and Photoshop was used somewhat for
graphics generation, but mainly for editing purposes. I began by generating the HOME stack icona maze
through which 25 dots animate to form a gradation of color. They appear in sequential order
corresponding to the visible spectrum, yet disappear in a random fashionrepresenting the notion that if
one understands color and color order, it is up to that person to decide how to apply such knowledge.
Next, I designed the six icons that were to represent each of the completed subject stacks: an eye for the
color vision stack, light refracting through a prism for the Light and Objects stack, a palette and
paintbrush for the Aesthetics and Design stack, etcetera. I then created all card-specific graphics for the
Color Vision stack.
Rather than continue with the graphics for the other stacks, I decided that this would be a very
good point at which to step aside and begin implementing all of the components for the Color Vision
stack directly into HyperCard. Thus, it was necessary to again review the numerous HyperCard-related
manuals in detail; followed by completing various practice trials, which included exposure to authoring
and scripting. Authoring is defined as, "Creating or modifying buttons, links, fields, cards, backgrounds,
and stacks using the Button tool, the Field tool, and commands in the Objects menu.
"2 Scripting is
defined as, "The act ofwriting scriptsa collection of instructions written in HyperTalk and associated
with a particular object."^ This would provide two important advantages: (1) by easing the anxiety of
getting the implementation process to actually work, and (2) by providing users the opportunity to test
my first stack for overall appearance, ease of use, and comprehension.
As with many endeavors of this kind, it is expected that additional challenges will arise without
warning. For example, having become quite familiar with the HyperCard environment, I decided to
explore its color and animation capabilities. At the time of this writing, the latest version ofHyperCard
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available is 2.1which does not support color directly. Moreover, once a color PICT file has been
imported into HyperCard and placed according to some specified window style and screen coordinates,
its use is finishedno script can be attached to it. For obvious reasons, this limits the user interfacethe
user cannot
"click"
on the PICT for any type of navigation, such as button properties or animationand
thus contradicts the primary function of the project. Further, the animation techniques available to the
author/scriptor are very basic in comparison to other software applications in existence. Since color lies at
the core of this project, I decided to review other hypermedia applications in search of significantly better
color and animation capabilities.
Alas, a hypermedia application of such character does exist: SuperCard, version 1.6. This was
created by Silicon Beach Software as a HyperCard-compatible application. To be compatible implies that it
will run HyperCard files with minimal alterations to the original; and that its scripting language
SuperTalkis a superset of HyperTalk. Therefore, having become familiar with the HyperCard
environment was excellent preparation for SuperCard. To sum up its major advantages over HyperCard,
consider the following:
Color.
Imports TIFF, PICT, and MacPaint graphics formats.
Allows graphics to be generated in either "paint" or "draw" mode.
Can display 256 colors simultaneously.
Can import the CLUT (color look-up table) along with a given graphic format.
Animation:
Imports and exports PICS format animations.
Allows for STEP format conversion of PICS format files.
Distribution:
Final project can be transformed into a
"stand-alone"
application, meaning it does not
require SuperCard to run it.
?Please note that a HyperCard stack is synonymous with a SuperCard window, and these terms are often
used interchangeably.
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I then began creating the first stack of my project: Color Vision. This entailed importing the
pertinent graphics onto the card and placing them appropriately. Some required no changes; others were
rescaled/resized; and still others were redrawn completely. Editing is inherent to the design process, and
ensures aesthetic effectiveness to the user. In addition, the glossary (book) icon and navigation (arrows)
icons were drawn and imported onto the background layer, since they were to appear in the same place
on every card. All other shared graphics were placed on the background layer as wellthe advantage
being that the script pertaining to each object on this layerwould need to be attached only once since it is
shared.
Once all graphics had been positioned correctly, it was necessary to design the text. In order to
maintain simplicity, only one font style was used: the bitmapped version of New York. The color and size
vary, however, and are as follows:
Stack andCard titles, and Current CardNumberMzgenta, 18 point.
Clickable TermsMagenta, 12 point.
Non-Clickable TermsRoyal Blue, 12 point.
Terms in Infographic TextFieldNavy Blue, 10 point bold.
Definitions in Infographic TextFieldMagenta, 10 point.
These typographical characteristics should become apparent to the user very soon into the navigation
process. This is indicative of good interface designeffective in that the user quickly
"learns"
what is/is
not clickable.
Perhaps more interesting is to move beyond text-driven information, and on to graphics. Graphic
symbolism is a very powerful design tool, often capable of conveying more information in less time. An
icon representing the HOME card, for example, requires minimal concentration on the part of the user;
whereas if "Click Here to go to the HOME
card"
were to replace the icon, considerably more
concentration would be required. Essentially, another key element of good design is maximizing the
overall efficiency of the project by knowing how best to integrate the two. Since much of the information
pertaining to color is very technical, I found it very
challengingand interestingto utilize graphics
wherever possible. One soon learns in this situation that success is also dependent on the aesthetic
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quality of the artwork. Thus, a true passion and talent for producing computer-generated artwork is
essentialless-than-desirable graphics will weaken the interaction, causing confusion for the user.
Now assume that integral use of text and graphics has been accomplished, and that the layout is
acceptable. The next challenge is to make the product interactive. For instance, when the user clicks on a
card element, it should respond. The element might cause a definition to appear in the Infographic Text
Field (ITF); prompt the user to click on another element; start an animated sequence; move to the
previous/next card in the stack; move to the stack's introduction card; or cause a series ofevents to occur.
Such events require that a script (written in the SuperTalk language) be attached to the given object.
Hence, SuperCard "reads" the script and obeys the commands. Within reason, the programmer is limited
only by his imagination.. .and of course, experience. I spent considerable amounts of time gaining scripting
experience, trying out various visual effects both simultaneously and in isolation. Immediate feedback is
still another component of the interface: the user clicks on a navigational graphic (i. e. arrows, stack icons,
or the HOME icon) or a key element of the card (i. e. card title or glossary icon), and reaction should
occur instantaneously; otherwise, he may not know where the script is being enacted and might keep
clicking on the card elementwaiting for a reaction. Such reaction is typically in the form of a visual
and/or sound effect. My strengths were greater in using visual effects. Therefore, I added a script to
pertinent screen elements which causes (1) their colors to desaturate and darken (if they do not have
shadows), or (2) the shadow to disappear then reappear (if they do have shadows), as if they were real
buttons. This is especially effective for objects that have complex scriptsthe mouse-click is
acknowledged, and the user will presumablywait for SuperCard to employ the script.
At this point I began thinking about visual effects that might occur as the user would navigate
from card to card. This notion continued to evolve as I continued on to the Light and Objects stack.
Having completed the Color Vision stack and being confident in its overall design, I proceeded to import
graphics into what would become the Light and Objects stack. Due to the vastly different nature of the
content, I sought new methods for producing object-oriented visual effects. For example, on the various
Object cards, the user is prompted to click on the Sunat which point light rays animate toward the
object and disperse according to its surface and internal characteristics. Once all ten cards for this stack
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were completed, I began implementing the aforementioned card-to-card transition effects. My goal was to
maintain simplicity and consistency, yet allow the user to experience a sense ofmovement throughout the
tutorial. Some effects ate.flashyand used sparingly; while others are less obtrusive or unobtrusive, as
illustrated below:
cv L&O CP A&D CO CCM
less obtrusive,
???????
?????
unobtrusive
The illustration shows that as the user gets closer to the cards in a given stack, the navigational distance
decreases. This merits a lesser degree of transition. Consider an analogy: ifone travels by car from Boston
to New York City, he will see very large signs that denote the major highways and exitsgenerally
requiring an exit ramp and a sudden decrease in speed. As he approaches the city streets the signs
become increasingly smaller, require less of a change in speed, and the turns are less noticeable than
when taking an exit.
Creating, scripting, and implementing the third stack was very similar, again with the exception of
the change in content. It is titled Color Perception, and contains eight cards. Stacks #5 (Color Order)
and #6 (Computer ColorModels) likewise, containing six and five cards, respectively.
Stack #4 (Aesthetics andDesign) is the largest of the six stacks, containing eighteen cards and
three sub-stacks. The main difference is that an additional icon was added to the cards located within the
sub-stacks. This icon essentially allows the user to return to the respective sub-stack introduction card.
Recalling the highway v. city driving analogy, these sub-stacks are analogous to entering a suburb: still in
the same city, but moving into another section. Thus, the sub-stacks are still part ofAesthetics andDesign,
yet differ from one another to some noticeable extent.
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Being the sole creator of this project, it was relatively simple to ensure that the interface seemed
intuitive: I would continually ask myself whether or not there were better ways of presenting the
information, then investigate the possibilities in a trial-and-error fashionkeeping detailed notes on my
efforts. Once it seemed satisfactory, I began the user-testing phase ofmywork. This is a very critical stage,
as the textual and graphical information must work together. Further, such harmony is determined by
several factors: aesthetic quality of the text and graphics, design of the layout, readability of the text, and
navigational flow throughout. A weakness in any of these components would hinder the overall
performanceand thus effectivenessofColor Logic.
The range of observers/users varied greatly. Consisting of approximately 20 in number, they
varied among the following:
'Age
ProfessionalOccupation
Prior knowledge ofcolorart and science
Computer literacy
Testing sessions were scheduled in 2-hour time slots, although 1 1/2 hours was the average time needed
approximately 15 minutes per stack.
As I positioned an observer in front of the Macintosh computer, I asked him/her to do the
following:
Take as much time as needed.
Feel free to navigate (explore) through the tutorial in a creative, non-formal manner, clicking
on card elements "just to see what
happens."
Think about what he/she liked about the tutorial.
Think about what he/she would like to change about the tutorial.
During the sessions I closely observed their actions, watching for specific navigational patterns and signs
of intuition. I recall one observer, for instance, verbally stating, "Why did I just click on that blue text? Only
the red is
active."
...A definite sign of consistent design and user-intuition. Another common action was
that users would often nod their heads as they read textual information in the Infographic Text Field
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(ITF), revealing clear signs of readability and clarity of the wording. At times the users would not
understand something, but would soon realize that they had not read the text carefully. Others would
comment that they did not understand a portion(s) of a given card(s), and I would point out that the
"missing" information was indeed accessible on the card(s). If it was a mistake on my part, I would make
necessary corrections. Generally, those having a background in colorart and science offered suggestions
on content additions/changestheir focus was mainly on content; while those with no prior background
offered suggestions on design additions/changesmore focus on the aesthetics, animation, and
navigation.
As with any endeavor where subjective responses are being evaluated, the author must
determine the point at which his work is complete, and thus acceptible. No product is perfect, as is
evident in software upgrades and "new and improved" models of already existing products. Having
reached the point at which the project seemed
"complete," I sought full approval from Dr. Fairchild; and
general feedback from Drs. Berns and Howard. In return, several minor changes were proposed. Each was
considered carefully, some meriting compromise between the author and aforementioned authorities.
Once an agreement was reached, the necessary changes were implemented, and this version of the
project was officially COMPLETE.
The final phase of the work entailed protecting myfull, exclusive, and reserved rights to Color
Logic. Copyright protection secures this creation in a court of law, whether infringements be identical or a
derivation thereof, including any and all code and artwork. Such acknowledgement appears on the
HOME card via the balloon icon as: Copyright 1992 Brian J Rose. In addition, the COLOR LOGIC
Ownership and Use Agreement form specifies that Munsell Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) and
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) grant to the author "full ownership of the COLOR LOGIC
program and permission to distribute it as he sees
fit"
subject to the conditions listed
thereupon."AppendixA
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CONCLUSIONS:
This thesis has provided a solid foundation of color science for its intended audience; has
incorporated alternate methods of presenting technical information ofscientific naturevia an abundance
ofgraphics and minimal on-screen text; extends its presence to individuals from awide range of academic
backgroundssimultaneously making itself applicable to several diverse segments of colorwhile
maintaining a single focus; and has constructed a multi-lane bridge across which the exchange of
information from those segments can travel. No longer does the artist have to work with colorin the
context ofcomputer graphicsknowing very little to absolutely nothing about color science. Similarly, the
scientist will benefit from interactively learning how to blend color theory in art with color science in
order to produce good design.
At present, computer software programs are not without various inherent limitations. Perhaps
the most obvious limitation of SuperCard vl.6 is that its maximum color display within a given card is
limited to 8-bit. This is evident in the pixelization (or dithering) of various graphics throughout the
project. Essentially, the program has a rather limited range within which to modify the individual pixel
(one red, one green, and one blue phosphor) intensitiesand very often, the desired color is out of this
range. As a result, the program simulates the color by modifying the pixels such that they form a mosaic
pattern of colors close to that which is desiredsome brighter, duller, more chromatic, or less chromatic.
From a typical distance of 4 to 5 feet, this mosaic is no longer discernable to the human eye, and the
collection of pixels appear to be identical to one another. For example, theMunsell hue charts on card
#3 of the Color Order stack incorporate equal visual spacing, and contain several color samples which are
out of the 8-bit range; however, the user is prompted to view them at a distance of 4 to 5 feet from the
displaythe samples appearing congruous. Other than the need for true 24-bit display capabilities,
SuperCard vl.6 is an intuitive and exciting hypermedia application loaded with options via its built-in
scripting language: SuperTalk.
The hardware utilized in the user-testing phase was a Macintosh II with a High-Res RGB
monitor. This particular model posed a limitation obvious to all users tested: the button-to-action
transition and card-to-card transition in many instances was much too slow. As a result, the user would
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very often click on a button repeatedly, thinking that he had done something wrong. If, for example, he
were to click on a next arrow button of a given card and the next card did not appear promptly, he might
click on the button two or three more times. Since that button is in the same position on each successive
card, two or three more cards would thus appear. Essentially, the program had to read and execute the
script of the arrow button, then go to the next cardthe user needed to give the program more time. This
limitation is due directly to the speed of the microprocessor of the Macintosh II. When a Macintosh
Quadra was utilized, this limitation no longer existed. Theflow of the tutorial was prompt, smooth, and in
order. Amodel equivalent to theMacintosh Ilci or later is recommended.
As the computer continues to gain acceptance as a true artistic medium, the contents of COLOR
LOGIC might be enhanced. The Computer ColorModels stack will necessarily be expanded to include
current color pickersrecall that there is much need for improvement in this area of color science. As a
consequence, for example, the Color Vision stack might also be expanded to include information
regarding the nonlinearity of the visual system; and the Light and Objects stack, interreflection among
objects and how this affects the perception of the original colors. True 3-dimensional graphics will
enhance the realism of various cards, such as those containing: the eye, brain, Sun, Munsell tree, CIELAB,
and CIELUV. Such effort would be practical once SuperCard is capable ofworking in 24-bit color mode.
One might also aspire to integrate advanced animation techniques, such as enabling the user to rotate the
Munsell tree at will. This would be an excellent method ofdemonstrating to the user the nonuniformities
of this color space from any of360 degrees.
COLOR LOGIC has a place in academia. Since it is targeted to college students at the
undergraduate level, its most likelyfit is within art-and-design collegeswhere it can be made available to
students upon enrollment in foundation-level color theory, and continue to be an integral component of
their design curriculum. Most importantly, this will potentially weaken any apprehension toward the
sciences, as it reaches this audience at the appropriate level. This program may also be incorporated, for
example, into a course on Color Vision and Perception within the physiology department; a course on
LightandObjects within the physics department; or in a course onHuman Factors andDesign within the
psychology department.
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COLOR LOGIC has a place in industry. Its use in this environment seems infinite, as there are
multiple segments involved directly with color. For example, color marketing firms may be interested in
educating their employees on Color Vision, Color Perception, andAesthetics and Design in order that
they better represent their products. Interior design firms maywish to teach their designers about color in
computer graphics, since walk-through demonstrations using the computer are the current state-of-the-
art. This will provide the depth of color science required to adequately understand the interaction of
colors inherent to various lights and objects in such computer-generated structures. Yet another instance
might occurwithin a multi-faceted department, such as a human interface group. Here, projects are often
designed that revolve around the graphics and sound interfaceswhere black-and-white, color, and sound
are some of the major topics of interest. COLOR LOGIC would prove to be an inexpensive, intuitive, fun,
and practical program to implement.
Further research in bridging the gap between color art and science is important because it has
long been disregarded or unchallenged, although several unsuccessful attempts have been made as well.
With the development of hypermedia-based applications, we are now able to present information in an
interactive fashion, allowing the user to not only view well-illustrated graphics and minimal on-screen text,
but to actually complete tasks relative to a given topic of interestin any order he chooses. "The core
concept of hypermedia is interconnectedness, an idea that reflects the way humans think."^ Thus, unlike
traditional media, this mode of communication complements our natural thought and learning processes,
which seem to work in a nonlinear fashion.2 COLOR LOGIC demonstrates this linking effect quite
effectively, allowing the user to go from one card to another in sequential order; to the beginning of the
pertinent stack; to the beginning of another stack; and back to the
'home'
card. Most importantly, one
must fully-understand his audienceknowing in exactly which form to present information, and at the
appropriate level of complexity. Otherwise, his efforts are misguided, confusing to the user, and thus
unsuccessful. In life, we often attempt to solve problems through an endless pursuit of sophisticated
solutions, only to find that they could very well have been solved by reminding ourselves of some basic
principle^). This endeavor was no different, as I conclude by reminding the reader of a quote by David
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Wright, "So where do we go from here? What contribution can each of us make to bridging the gap
between art and science? Basically it is a teaching job."9
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1. Billmeyer, FredW., Jr. andMax Saltzman, Principles ofColor Technology, 2nd Ed., John Wiley and
Sons, NewYork, (1981).
2. De Grandis, Luigina, Theory and Use ofColor, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., NewYork, (1986).
3. Gray, Henry and Carmine D. Clemente, Anatomy of the Human Body, 30th American Ed., Lea
and Febiger, Philadelphia, (1985).
4. Hope, Augustine and Margaret Walch, The Color Compendium, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York,
(1990).
5. Hunt, R. W. G., "Colour Terminology", Color Res. Appl, 3, No. 2, John Wiley and Sons, New York,
(Summer 1978).
6. Hunt, R. W. G., Measuring Color, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1987.
7. Hunt, R. W. G., The Reproduction of Colour in Photography, Printing, & Television, 4th Ed.,
Fountain Press, England, 1987.
8. Hunter, R. S. and R. W. Harold, The Measurement ofAppearance, 2nd Ed., John Wiley and Sons,
New York, 1987.
9. Hurvich, Leo M., ColorVision, SinauerAssociates, Inc., Sunderland, (1981).
10. ltten, Johannes, The Elements of Color, Van Nostrand Reinhold, NewYork, (1970).
11. Judd, Deane B. and G. Wyszecki, Color in Business, Science, and Industry, 3rd Ed., John Wiley
and Sons, New York, 1975.
12. Levine, Martin D., Vision in Man andMachine, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York, (1985).
13. Norman, Richard B., Electronic Color, Van Nostrand Reinhold, NewYork, (1990).
14. Step-By-Step Graphics, Step-By-Step Publishing, Peoria, (1991).
15. Webster's II New Riverside UniversityDictionary, Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, (1984).
16. Wilcox, Michael, Blue and YellowDon'tMake Green, Rockport Publishers, Inc., (1989).
17. Williamson, Samuel J. and Herman Z. Cummins, Light and Color in Nature and Art, John Wiley
and Sons, NewYork, (1983).
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18. Wyszecki, Gunter andW. S. Stiles, Color Science Concepts andMethods, Quantitative Data and
Formulas, 2nd Ed., JohnWiley and Sons, NewYork, 1982.
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Sources usedfor Scanning
1. Gray, Henry and Carmine D. Clemente, Anatomy of the Human Body, 30th American Ed., Lea
andFebiger, Philadelphia, (1985).
Color Vision
Optical Diagram, used only as a visual model.
2. RunterLab,Measuring Cofor (poster), Reston, (1991).
CIELAB: CIE 1976 (Wb#) Color Space, adapted.
3. ltten, Johannes, The Elements ofColor, Van Nostrand Reinhold, NewYork, (1970).
Aesthetics andDesign
Contrast ofExtension, used only as a visual model.
Contrast ofHue, used only as a visual model.
Contrast of Saturation, used only as a visual model.
Contrast ofValue, used only as a visual model.
Cold/Warm Contrast, used only as a visual model.
ComplementaryContrast, used only as a visual model.
Simultaneous Contrast, used only as a visual model.
4. Norman, Richard B., Electronic Color, Van Nostrand Reinhold, NewYork, (1990).
Aesthetics andDesign
Reverse Grounds: One Color Appears as Two, used only as a visual model.
Reverse Grounds: Two ColorsAppear as One, used only as a visual model.
Computer ColorModels
RGB Model, adapted.
HLS/HSB Original Model, adapted.
TekHVC Polar Placement Diagrams, adapted.
5. Rohen, Johannes W. and Chihiro Yokochi, ColorAdas ofAnatomy: A Photographic Study of the
Human Body, 2nd Ed., Igaku-Shoin Limited, Tokyo, (1988).
Color Vision
Optical Diagram (3D), adapted.
Retinal Anatomy, used only as a visual model.
ColorPerception
Color Perception Introduction, used only as a visual model.
CentralAnatomy, used only as a visual model.
Visual Pathway, used only as a visual model.
6. Rowell, Jan, Picture Perfect: Color Output for Computer Graphics, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton,
(1990).
Computer ColorModels
TekHVC Model, adapted.
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7. Step-By-Step Graphics, Step-By-Step Publishing, Peoria, (1991).
Aesthetics andDesign
Reverse Grounds: One ColorAppears as Two, used only as a visual model.
Reverse Grounds: Two ColorsAppear as One, used only as a visual model.
Use ofMiddleMixture, used only as a visual model.
Illusion ofTransparency, used only as a visual model.
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IT
COLOR LOGIC
Ownership and Use Agreement
Rochester Institute of Technology
Chester F. Carlson Center
for Imaging Science
Post Office Box 9887
Rochester, New York 14623-0887
Fax 716-475-5988
COLOR LOGIC is an interactiveMacintosh SuperCard program (containing 6
stacks) designed as a teaching tool for color science and design in a context of
computer graphics. It has been developed by Brian Rose as part of his M.S. thesis
in Color Science in the Munsell Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) at the
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). Brian Rose was an employee of the
Munsell Color Science Laboratory while developing this project.
MCSL and RIT grant to Brian Rose full ownership of the COLOR LOGIC
program and permission to distribute it as he sees fit subject to the conditions
listed below.
MCSL will retain a copy of the original version of COLOR LOGIC as accepted
for partial fulfillment of the Color Science M.S. thesis requirements and the right
to distribute copies of this initial version as they see fit for non-profit educational
activities.
COLOR LOGIC will contain an acknowledgement that it was created in the
Munsell Color Science Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
Future versions of COLOR LOGIC and any future products developed for any
similar purpose that contain any part of the original COLOR LOGIC stack will
acknowledge that the original version was created in the Munsell Color Science
Laboratory at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
^%V&
Mark D. Fairchild, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Color Science M.S. Program
Rochester Institute of Technology
Brian Rose
13492.
Note: A copy of this agreement will be included in the bound M.S. thesis of Brian
Rose as an appendix.
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GLOSSARY
Absorption-Quality of a material to selectively collect and withold a given amount of incident light, and is
dependent both on the direction of incident light and the material.
Achromatic Cofor-Perceived color devoid of hue.
Additive ColorMixing-The process bywhich two or more colored lights are combined to produce new
colors, the common primaries being red, green, and blue. Relative to color vision, this form of color
mixing relies on the principle that the eye detects color in the form of lightas supported by the
Trichromatic Theory.
Afterimages"Ghosts"
of colors that appear when the retina of the eye has been fatigued, causing a
significant shift in sensitivitythose that are at rest will respond more strongly upon fixation of successive
stimulus, most noticeably when the new stimulus is a white field. This expresses the complementary
nature of the three color mechanisms.
Amacrine CeAs-Horizontally interconnect the rods and cones by means of the outer synaptic layer of the
nuclei of these receptors. These cells are characterized by a high degree of sophistication in the
processing of input signals.
Anterior Chamber-Bound by the cornea, the iris, and the central part of the lens.
Appearance-Characterizes an object by qualities such as: color (hue, lightness/value, and chroma
when colors are related and thus do not behave as primary light sources), size, surface texture, geometry
(orientation relative to the observer's field of view), opacity, and these same qualitites inherent to other
objects within an environment. The exception is that lightness/valueaie replaced by brightness, and
chroma by saturation in the computer graphics environment, as the colors are unrelated (with the
exception of the HLS system, in which colors are sometimes related)they axe produced by phosphors,
which do behave as primary light sources.
AqueousHumor^Consists mainly ofwater, and fills the anterior and posterior chambers.
/JacfegrottHO'-Radically affects the appearance of a color. In general, light colors decrease in value on a
light or white background but increase in saturation; light colors become even lighter and more brilliant
on a black background, while dark colors diminish in saturation but gain in value; and colors viewed on a
colored background are affected by contrasts in hue, value, and saturation.
Bipolar Ce/fa-Four types exist: rod bipolar, invaginating midget bipolar, flat midget bipolar, and flat
bipolar. The rods synapse (connect) with the rod bipolars, while the cones synapse with the others.
Black Body Radiator-hn ideal substance (in Physics) which absorbs all and reflects none of the radiant
energy falling onto it. It is based on the principle that
matterwhen heated sufficientlywill emit light,
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and that as the temperature changes so will the color of the light. Thus, it is classified as a perfect thermal
emitter.
JSr/gtoness-Attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to be emitting,
transmitting, or reflecting, more or less light. This corresponds to objects that are either unrelated or
related; whereas lightness corresponds only to objects that are related.
Choroid-k thin, highly vascular membranedark brown in colorwhich is pierced posteriorly by the
optic nerve, and is firmly adherent to the sclera.
CAroma-Attribute of a visual sensation according to which a related color appears to exhibit more or less
chromatic color, judged in proportion to the average brightness of its surroundings. This corresponds
only to objects that are related; whereas saturation corresponds to objects that are either unrelated or
related.
ChromaticAdaptation-The process by which the eye adapts to, and hence discounts, the overall color
of incident light. Specifically, the independent sensitivity modulation of the visual color mechanisms.
Chromatic Cotor-Perceived color possessing a hue.
CZE-Known as the International Commission on Illumination (or Commission Internationale de
lEclairage). Responding to the need for an objective system of color specification, set out to develop one
with the following guidelines: consider a colored light source (or colored sample illuminated by a
standard source ofwhite light) whose SPD has been measured, derive one quantity (luminance, which
determines its brightness), and two quantities (chromaticity, which together determine its hue and
saturation). The resulting procedure essentially converts the SPD into three quantities: Y (luminance), x,
and y (chromaticity coordinates) by the use of standardized tables based on the judgment of the
"average"
human observer. This is exemplified by the CIE Chromaticity Diagram. Further research in an attempt to
improve the accuracy of this diagram has led to the development ofwhat are now known as CIELAB and
CIELUV.
CLE Colorimetric System-The international commission on lighting, responsible for international
recommendations for photometry and colorimetry. For example, specifies three independent functions of
wavelength that are identified by the ideal observer's color matching functions. Essentially, the values of
such color matching functions are fixed such that the metameric matches represent typical or average
matches for the group of normal trichromats.
Ciliary Muscle-Varies the laminar thickness and shape of the lens, in order to focus the image at the
retinal planewhere an inverted image is produced.
Cold-Warm Contrast-Contains elements suggesting temperature, nearness/distance, and wet/dry,
among others.
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Complementary Contrast-?roduced by two colors if their pigments, mixed together, yield a neutral
gray-black; and by two colored lights if, mixed together, produce white.
Color Constancy-Apparent invariance of color appearance ofobjects across changes in illumination.
Cone Receptors-Responsible for day (photopic) vision and exacting discriminative power of the retina,
providing a high degree of acuity. Another function is color processingvia three different kinds of
photopigmentseach of which responds differently to a stimulus wavelength. Simply stated, they are
either Red-, Green-, orBlue-light sensitive.
Contrast ofExtension-Tht contrast between much and little, great and small. In other words, a contrast
of proportion.
Contrast o/Hue-The simplest of the seven contrasts, making no demands on color vision, because it is
illustrated by the undiluted colors in their most intense brightness. Further, yellow/blue/red is the
extreme instance of contrast of hue.
Contrast ofSaturation-The contrast between pure, intense colors and dull, diluted colors. A color may
be diluted with: (1) white, rendering its character somewhat colder, (2) black, alienating it from light, (3)
gray, rendering colors more or less dull and neutral, and (4) the admixture of the corresponding
complementary colors. It is critical that other types ofcontrast are eliminated.
Contrast of Value-The contrast between black and white. Specifically, it is a series of contrasts that are
possible between the stages ofgray as they are arranged between the poles ofblack and white.
Cornea -The front surface of the eye which bends light to form an image. It is transparentand covered
with a film of tearsand is supported by the sclera.
Correlated Color Temperature-A measurement taken in Kelvin degrees(K) of colored light. It is based
on the principle that matterwhen heated sufficientlywill emit light, and that as the temperature
changes so will the color of the light. More specifically, it is the temperature of a theoretical blackbody
whose perceived color most closely resembles that of a given illuminant at the same brightness and under
specified viewing conditions. For example, at 2,000K it will glow red; and at 10.000K it will be blue.
Cubical Sfcope-Characterized by corners representing the pure primary colors of Red, Green, Blue, the
secondary colors ofCyan, Magenta, Yellow, and the lightness coordinatesWhite and Black.
Cylindrical Coordinate System-Three-dimensional space specified with two rectangular and one
angular (polar) coordinate.
Dark Adaptation-Vrocess by which the eye adjusts to dim lighting conditions. In darkness or near-
darkness, the functioning receptors are the rodswhich become increasingly sensitive as the light dims.
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Descriptive Perceptual Parameters-Colors are described in terms that equate with perceptions of
colorsuch as hue, lightness, and saturationthen are transformed into terms that meet the needs of the
devicessuch as red, green, and blue.
DeuteranopiaA type of color vision deficiency characterized by a red/green chromatic system whose
responsiveness is reduced to zero, with respect to the detection of the color green. Essentially, the Green-
light sensitive/mid-wavelength cone photopigment is missing, and greens are thus confused with reds.
The observer is known as "green-blind."
DeviceDependence-Colors are described according to the needs of the devices that will represent them
(for example, monitors, printers, and video output devices). Unfortunately, four main problems exist: (1)
color mixing is not intuitive, (2) numerous unique color designations can point to a single perceived color
within the same device, (3) equal step sizes do not produce equally perceived color changes, and (4) the
same set of numeric values will not yield the same colors on different devices.
Device Independence-Colors are described in terms that correlate with the perceptions of color, then
are transformed into terms that meet the needs of the devices. Such transformations are computed using
equations within the CIE system.
Dicbromatism-A form of color blindness in which a person has trouble recognizing or, in some cases, is
completely blind to one of the three primaries (red, green, blue) seen by people with normal
(trichromatic) vision.
DiffuseReflection-Reflection without any regular reflection, the surface ofwhich is described as matte.
Diffuse Transmission-Characterized as light which, having gone through an object, changes direction
as a result of a matte surface and/or internal scattering.
Electromagnetic Spectrum-The total range of radiation, including: cosmic-ray photons, gamma rays, x-
rays, ultraviolet, visible light, infrared, radio waves, heat, and electric currents. The frequency of an
electromagnetic wave remains unchanged when it passes from one medium to another, while its
wavelength changes.
Equal Visual Spacing-Colors are outlined by some equal visual interval, based on perceptual attributes.
TheMunsell coordinates (Hue, Value, and Chroma) represent prime examples of equal visual spacing.
.Eye-Organ with the primary function of sensing light (and thus color), analyzing it according to
wavelength, and relaying the information to the visual cortex of the brain.
Fluorescence-The process whereby objects absorb radiant power at one wavelength and immediately re-
emit it at another (usually longer) wavelength.
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FluorescentLight Source-Consists of a glass tube coated on the inside with a powder that emits visible
light upon absorbing ultraviolet radiation generated by an electrical discharge inside the tube. A
fluorescent illuminant is typically based on published data, relative to a specific correlated color
temperature.
Fovea-A small depression in the retina's center that lacks rods and that contains a high concentration of
color-sensitive cones. At this location, the retina is exceedingly thin, and the dark brown color of the
choroid is thus seen through it.
Ganglion Cells-Synapsewith bipolar and amacrine cells, as well as to each other. Form the optic nerve.
Glossy Object-Characterized as having a surface luster of shine. The effect of a glossy surface is to reduce
the diffuse reflection of light at the surface, causing colors to appear deeper and more saturated to the
eye.
Horizontal Cells-Interconnect and mediate between the rods and cones by means of the outer synaptic
layer of the nuclei of these receptors. These cells are characterized by a high degree of sophistication in
processing of input signals.
Hue-An attribute of a color bywhich it is distinguished from other colors and judged to be similar to one,
or a portion, of the perceived colorsred, yellow, green, and blue.
ZffiwM'nawce-Measurement of light energy reaching a surface, measured in lux.
Illuminant A light defined by a spectral power distribution (SPD) which may or may not be physically
realizable as a source.
Illuminant Metamerism A perceptual phenomenon which occurs when two colors appear to match
under a specified illuminant (or source) and to a given observer, yet no longer match when viewed under
a different illuminant (or source).
Illusion of Transparency-The appearance of a gradation of light to dark as a result of the fluting
effect-
-whereby a given color seems to pick up, or mimic, the next color.
Incandescence-The physical state at which a material has been heated to a point at which it will give off
light.
IncandescentLight Source-Sealed inside a glass globe, a fine-coil filament of tungsten (most common)
thread is connected to electrodes. The appearance of such light tends to be somewhat yellow due to its
correlated color temperature ofabout 2856K, although this varies depending on wattage.
Inverted Conical Shape-Allows for the representation of hue, saturation, and brightnesssimulating
the diminishing color gamut as brightness approaches zero.
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/ris-Contains pigmentation of the eyewhere brown is due to the presence ofmelanin; blue to the lack
ofmelanin; and green modified by the presence ofblue with slight yellow pigmentation. Controls the size
of the pupil.
Irregular S&ape-Characterized as being nonuniform, and thus devoid ofa consistent pattern.
Kelvink unit of temperature, the same as one degree on the Celsius scale, but on a scale whose starting
point is at absolute zero (-273C). For example, 273K = 0C = 32F.
Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (ZGiY)-Characterized as a way station for the flow of visual information
toward the visual cortex.
Left Visual Field-Detected by signals from the right half portion of each retina, which then are sent to
the right side of the brain.
lens-Crystalline and composed of nonrigid laminae, providing accommodation to near and far vision by
changing its geometrycontrolled by the action of the ciliary muscles. As people age, their lenses
become yellower in appearance and less of the short-wavelength light from light sources and reflecting
objects is transmitted to the back of the eye.
LightAdaptation-Process by which the eye adjusts to bright lighting conditions. In medium to high
light conditions, the functioning receptors are the coneswhich become decreasingly sensitive as the
light intensity increases.
Itgfcfness-Attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to reflect diffusely or
transmit a greater or smaller fraction of incident light.
Lnminance-The measured brightness of a surface that is emitting, reflecting, or transmitting light. This
is an objective measurementmade with a photometer, in candelas per square meter.
Macula-An oval, yellowish screening pigment which lies exactly in the center of the posterior part of the
retina-corresponding to the optical axis-and at a point in which the sense
of vision is most perfect.
Protects the fovea from short-wavelength (high energy) radiation.
Matte 06/ecf-Characteristic of having a dull, lusterless surface-^liffusely reflects incident light in varying
proportions, depending on the color of the object.
Memory Color-Tendency for the color appearance of recognizable objects to
be as expected.
Mesopic Wston-Combines the characteristics of both photopic and scotopic vision. Thus, the normal
process of seeing in medium to low lightwith the eye
such that large amounts ofboth cones and rods are
used. This is commonly referred to as twilight vision.
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Metamerism-The visual experience of perceiving two colors as a match by one observer and under a
given light source, but no longer match when the light source changes (and may not match to another
observer).When the two colors match, they are said to be metamers, thus producing ametameric match.
Essentially, the two colors have different spectral power distributions.
Monodbromartsw-Characterized by an achromatic system whose responsiveness of both chromatic
systems (red/green or blue/yellow) is reduced to zero. Essentially, these chromatic systems are missing
and these individuals see onlywhite, shades ofgray, and blackthus lightness.
NaturalDayligbt-The most important natural source of radiant energyspecified as direct sunlight
only, amixture ofdirect and scattered sunlight, or scattered sunlight only. From a perceptual standpoint,
however, this light never has a constant color, and its beauty comes from the way it is reflected and
refracted by the earth's atmosphere, causing it to change throughout the day. It also varies with
geographic location.
Neutral Scale-A series of achromatic colors (grays), from white through blackoften presented in
visually or numerically equal steps.
O&serrer-Human being whose eye is receiving a stimulus, and whose brain is then interpreting that
stimulus.
Observer Metamerism-A perceptual phenomenon which occurs when two colors appear to match
under a specified illuminant (or source) and to a given observer, yet do not match to another observer.
Opponent Tfceory-Devised by Hering. This coding schema argues that coding at the neural level is
organized in a three-variable opponent-process fashion: red/green, yellow/blue, and white/black.
Optic Cbiasm-ormed by the meeting and partial crossing of the fibers of the two optic nerves.
Optic Disk-Also known as the "blind spot."The only part of the area on the retina of the eye which is
not sensitive to light and in which objects seem to literally disappear; the location where the optic nerve
connects to the retina of the eye, a point at which there are no rods or cones to permit sight. The
observer is perceptually unaware of such
"emptiness" because the brain "fills-in" the spot with whatever
happens to be in the environment.
Optic tferve-Formed mostly by nerve cells that are centripetal and grow backward from the nerve cells of
the retina, as well as a few that extend in the opposite direction and are derived from nerve cells in the
brain. Transmits signals from the retina to the brain.
Optical Spectrum-The range of light radiation, including: ultraviolet, visible, and infrared.
PerfectMirror-A surface characterized only by regular reflection of undiffused light, and also forms a
virtual image of an object placed in front of it.
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P&oton-Represents an exact quantity of electromagnetic energy, the amount ofwhich is determined by its
frequency. The frequency of an electromagnetic wave remains unchanged when it passes from one
medium to another, while its wavelength changes. Note that a light source having a broad spectral power
distribution, for instance, emits photons having a similarly large range of frequencies.
Pbotopic Vision-The normal process of seeing in bright light with the light-adapted eye, using onlyor
mainlythe cones of the retina
Posterior Cbamber-A narrow cleft posterior to the peripheral part of the iris, and anterior to the ciliary
muscle and zonular fibers.
PrimaryLight Sonrce-Surface or object emitting light.
Prism-A transparent glass or plastic block, usually triangular in cross-section, that separates light passing
through it into the spectrum of colors. Newton, using a prism and observing the phenomenon of
dispersion, was led to propound the revolutionary concept that white light is not simple, but rather a
mixture ofdifferent "particles," each producing a different color.
Protanopia-A type of color vision deficiency characterized by a red/green chromatic system whose
responsiveness is reduced to zero, with respect to the detection of the color red. Essentially, the Red-light
sensitive/long-wavelength cone photopigment is missing, and reds are thus confused with greens. The
observer is known as "red-blind."
Pupil-A diaphragm (opening) in the center of the iris. Varying the size of the pupil serves three
purposes: (1) Light Reflex Function, controlling the amount of light that enters the eye, (2) Near
Response, controlling the depth of focus of near objects, and (3) Image Aberration Reduction.
Regular Reflection-Reflection of light resulting from a smooth surface, minus any account ofdiffuse
reflection.
Regular Transmission-Characterized as light which, having gone through an object, remains essentially
unchanged in direction.
Related Color-Color perceived to belong to an area or object seen in relation to other colors. This is
indicative of a secondary light source.
Retina-The internal, rear surface of the eye, which, consisting of rods and cones as well as other neural
cells, is sensitive to light.
Retroreflection-Reflection of light back in the same direction from which it was incident on the surface.
Reverse Grounds-One color appears as two different colors, or two different colors appear as one.
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Rbodopsin Also known as "visual purple" due to the characteristic tint it gives to the retina of a dark-
adapted eye. When exposed to sunlightor other bright sourcethis tint becomes clouded, opaque, and
bleached. This form of the pigment is contained onlywithin the rod receptors. Ultimately, this pigment
is responsible for night vision. Cones contain similar pigments that respond to different wavelengths of
light.
Right Visual Field-Detected by signals from the left half portion of each retina, which then are sent to
the left side of the brain.
Rod Receptors-Responsible for night (scotopic) vision. Further, they are characterized as slow in
response and only adapt to the shades of gray of dim light. These receptors contain the pigment
Rhodopsin.
Sah/roft'on-Attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to exhibit more or less
chromatic color, judged in proportion to its brightness. This corresponds to objects that are either
unrelated or related; whereas chroma corresponds only to objects that are related.
Sclera-An opaque layer of fibrous membrane which is seen as the white of the eye.
Scotopic Vtston-The normal process of seeing shades of gray in dim light with the dark-adapted eye,
using only the rods of the retina.
Secondary Light Sonrce-Surface or object which is not self-emitting but receives light and redirects it,
at least in part, by reflection or transmission.
SimulatedDaylight-Defined as an attempt to produce a standard source, and its corresponding CIE
standard illuminants: C (ultraviolet component lacking, 6500K), D50 (5000K), D55 (5500K), D65 (6500K),
andD75(7500K).
Simultaneous Color Contrast-The mutual influence of two adjacent colors, causing each to enhance or
reduce the other's lightness and saturation, and even substantially altering their respective hues.
Spectral PowerDistribution-For a given light source, a plot of the light emitted at each wavelength
within the visible spectrum (relative power as a function of wavelength). This form of graphical
representation is crucial to understanding the overall characteristics of a given light source. For instance,
the SPD of this incandescent source indicates that the light emitted appears very yellowpossibly
somewhat orange-to a trichromat.
Standard Source-A physically realizable light, whose spectral power distribution (SPD) can be
experimentally determined. When the determination is made and specified, the source becomes a
standardsource. All standard sources have corresponding illuminants.
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Stage Tbeory-This coding schema is an extensionby Hurvich andJamesonof the Opponent Theory-
devised by Hering, and takes into account spatial contrast effects by assuming that specific lateral
interconnections exist such that activities aroused in a given paired system both influence and are
reciprocally influenced by ongoing activity in adjacent surrounding neural systems of corresponding types.
Standard iUuminants-Characterized by spectral power distributions (SPDs) approximating common
sources. These are designed by the CIE. Not all standard illuminants have corresponding sources.
Stimulus-Focal point of a given scene, inducing a perceptual (in this context) response.
5nrrono"-Part of a scene which is nearby to a given stimulus, but lies outside the immediate
background.
SymmetricalDouble-Ended Conical Sbape-With respect to color spaces, represents all maximally
saturated colors on the same level of lightness and saturation, regardless of hue. As a result, hue,
lightness, and saturation are not independent of one another. Thus, for example, changing lightness may
also change hue.
Translucent 06/ecf-Characterized as having the property of being partially transparent, allowing a
certain amount of light to pass through a surface but diffusing the rest, so that the material behind the
surface is not completely distinguishable.
Transparent 06/ecf-Characterized as allowing light to travel through, essentially unchanged
(transmitted) in direction.
Trichromatic Theory-Devised by Young and Helmholtz. This coding schema assigns each of three
basic hues, blue, green, and red, to three separate photochemical neural structures. However, such a
model cannot account for the appearance of the visible spectrum, since [it] implies that greens are
succeeded by green-reds and then by red-greens. Further, it also fails in trying to account for color vision
deficiencies. A modification, which abandons this simple notion ofcoding, assumes that interaction exists
between the red and green sensationsresulting in a yellow sensationas well as between other cone
sensations.
rric&rofwatfsfw-Normal color vision, whereby the observer has all three cone types (Red-, Green-, and
Blue-light sensitive) in the approximate ratio 20:10:1, respectively.
Tritanopia-A type of color vision deficiency characterized by a yellow/blue chromatic system whose
responsiveness is reduced to zero, with respect to the detection of the color blue. Essentially, the Blue-
light sensitive/short-wavelength cone photopigment is missing. The observer is known as
"blue-blind."
Tungsten-Halogen Source-Similar to the incandescent source, in that it contains a tungsten filament.
However, it differs in size (which is much smaller), color temperature (which is considerably higher), and
is commonly used in track lighting for both domestic and commercial settings.
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Unrelated Color-Color perceived to belong to an area or object seen in isolation from other colors. This
is indicative of aprimary lightsource.
Use ofMiddle Mxfwre-Overlapping two colors such that the admixture of the two will produce the
illusion of transparency.
Value-The lightness or darkness of a color, relative to a scale from black to white in equal visual intervals,
with white having the highest value.
Visible Spectrum-Corresponds to the relative sensitivity of the eye to a very narrow band ofwavelengths
between 380 and 760 nm. Blue lies below 480 nm; green lies between 480 and 560 nm; yellow between
560 and 590 nm; orange between 590 and 630 nm; and red above 630 nm.
Visual Axis (a.k.a. Optic Axis)-The optical pathway defining the point at which vision is most perfect.
The center of the lens through the fovea.
Visual Cortex-Assumed to be the physical location where the perception of light, color, and form occurs.
This area of the brain is composed of three general segments: (1) VisualArea I, the primary visual cortex,
and (2) Visual Area II and (3) Visual Area III, that together form the prestriate cortex (or "association
cortex"). Generally, the visual cortex is associated with low-level processing roles, but serves the function
of associating memorywith visual input patterns.
Visual Field-The totality ofvisual stimuli that act upon the unmoving eye at a given moment.
Vitreous /fnwor-Gelatinous fluid which is essentially the means by which the shape of the eye is
maintained.
Wavelength -Mathematical unit describing light, for which the nanometer (nm) is convenient. One nm
= 1/1,000,000,000 meter (m).
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Example Scripts: Object-Oriented Source Codefor COLOR LOGIC
HOMECard "card" script:
The following script is run at the beginning of the program, and each time the
user returns to the HOME card.
on openCard
show menuBar
set the cursor to "dynamic"~This cursor will remind the user that he must click
once to stop the animated sequence.
The following loop structure will run until aMouseDown is detected.
repeat forever
wait 30 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle2"
if themouse is down then-<
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle3"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle4"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle5"
if the mouse is down then-*
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle6"
if the mouse is down then-"
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle7"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle8"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
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wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle9"
if themouse is down then-'
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclelO"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclell"
if themouse is down then-i
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel2"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel3"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel4"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel5"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel6"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel7"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel8"
if themouse is down then-<
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCirclel9"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle20"
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if the mouse is down then-i
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic "ColorCircle21"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic "ColorCircle22"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic "ColorCircle23"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle24"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
wait 2 ticks
show card graphic
"ColorCircle25"
if themouse is down then-*
exit repeat
show card field "opening"~This is a message to remind the user to click the
mouse in order to stop the animated sequence.
wait for 90 ticks
hide card field "opening"~Maintains the card's clean and uncluttered
appearance.
The following is a simulated random disappearance of the colored circles
within the animated sequence.
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel 1"
if the mouse is down then-i
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCircle24"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCircle8"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCircle3"
if themouse is down then-<
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCirclel4"
if themouse is down then--
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exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle20"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel2"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle7"
if themouse is down then-i
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel3"
if the mouse is down then-i
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle21"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel5"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle9"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle4"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle23"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle6"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCircle5"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCircle22"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel
9"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCirclel6"
if the mouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic
"ColorCircle25"
if the mouse is down then->
exit repeat
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hide card graphic "ColorCirclel8"
if themouse is down then-i
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCircle2"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel7"
if themouse is down then->
exit repeat
hide card graphic "ColorCirclel0"
if themouse is down then--
exit repeat
end repeat
end openCard
on closeCard
hidemenuBarMaintains the clean, uncluttered appearance necessary to the
graphic design elements.
The following ensures that the card is left clean.
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
hide card graphic
end closeCard
"ColorCirclel"
"ColorCircle2"
"ColorCircle3"
"ColorCircle4"
"ColorCircle5"
"ColorCircle6"
"ColorCircle7"
"ColorCircle8"
"ColorCircle9"
"ColorCirdelO"
"ColorCirclell"
"ColorCirclel2"
"ColorCirclel3"
"ColorCirclel4"
"ColorCirclel5"
"ColorCirclel6"
"ColorCirclel7"
"ColorCirclel8"
"ColorCirclel9"
"ColorCircle20"
"ColorCircle21"
"ColorCircle22"
"ColorCircle23"
"ColorCircle24"
"ColorCirde25"
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HOMECard "ohiect" scriM fnr the "To CnlnrVMm," hutton-
-This button allows the user to navigate to the Color Vision stack.
onmouseDown
set the shadow of background button "ToColorVision" to 0~This gives the
button realistic features, as if it were actually being pressed downward.
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the shadow of background button "ToColorVision" to 5~The user releases
the mouse button, and the card button follows suit.
visual effect Venetian blinds very fast-This is a flashy screen transition effect.
go first card of window 2 of->
project "Color Logic"
end mouseUp
Color Vision Intro. Card "ohiect" script for the "To OpticalDiagram" button:
on mouseDown
set the ink of background graphic "ToCard2" to blendBy blending the pixels
with the black background, another illusion is produced as if the button were
translucent.
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink of background graphic "ToCard2" to srcCopyUpon releasing the
mouse button, the card button regains its original appearance.
visual effect iris open fastThe effect ofmoving into the stack.
go card 2 of window 2 of->
project "Color
Logic"
end mouseUp
Color Vision Intro. Card
"object"
script for the "ToHOME' icon:
onmouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend-By blending the pixels with the black background,
another illusion is produced as if the button were translucent.
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink ofme to srcCopy-Upon releasing themouse button, the card button
regains its original appearance.
visual effect Venetian blinds very fast
go first card ofwindow 1 of-"
project "Color
Logic"
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endmouseUp
Color Vision Intro. Card "object" script for the "nextArrow" icon:
onmouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend-By blending the pixels with the black background,
another illusion is produced as if the button were translucent.
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink of me to srcCopyUpon releasing themouse button, the card button
regains its original appearance.
visual effect iris open fastThe effect ofmoving into the stack.
go to next card-This allows for navigation in sequential fashion.
endmouseUp
Color Vision OpticalDiagram Card "card' script:
on openCard
set the hilite of card button "2-Dimensional Diagram" to trueSets the radio
button default to "2-Dimensional Diagram."
The following
"show"
commands ensure that the interface is congruous with
the default setting of the radio button.
show card graphic
"2DDiagram"
show card field "CiliaryMuscle"
show card field "AqueousHumor"
show card field "AnteriorChamber"
show card field
"VisualAxis"
show card field
"Cornea"
show card field
"Pupil"
show card field
"Iris"
show card field
"Lens"
show card field
"PosteriorChamber"
show card field
"VitreousHumor"
show card field
"Retina"
show card field
"Choroid"
show card field
"Sclera"
show card field
"OpticDisk"
show card field
"OpticNerve"
show card field
"Fovea"
show card field
"Macula"
end openCard
on closeCard
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hide card field "Glossary"This safeguard is provided in the event the user
forgets to close the "Glossary" field.
put empty into background field "Terms"-Clears the Infographic Text Field.
put empty into background field "Definitions"Clears the Infographic Text
Field.
set the hilite of card button "3-Dimensional Illustration" to false-Ensures that
the non-default radio button is deselected.
hide card graphic "3DEye"Clears the non-default graphic.
hide card field "3DEyeCredit"Component of the non-default graphic.
end closeCard
Color Vision "Eve" icon script:
on mouseDown
set the ink of me to blend
end mouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink ofme to srcCopy
visual effect iris close fastZooms out of the Color Vision stack.
go first card ofwindow 2 of->
project "Color Logic"--Allows the user to navigate back to the stack's
introduction card.
endmouseUp
Color Vision
"Glossary" icon script:
on mouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink ofme to srcCopy
show card field "Glossary'-Displays the hidden field containing the on-line
glossary.
end mouseUp
Cnlnr Vision Optical niaergm Card "Previous
Arrow" icon SCfiPt:
on mouseDown
set the ink of me to blend
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink of me to srcCopy
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visual effect iris close fast-Zooms out of the Color Vision stack.
go previous card
endmouseUp
Color Vision all other cards "Previous Arrow" icon scriht-
onmouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink of me to srcCopy
visual effect scroll right very fast-Mimics the user interface consistency by
providing the feeling ofmoving along the same planewithin a given stack.
go previous card
end mouseUp
Color Vision Optical Diagram Card (first card and others) "NextArrow" icon script:
on mouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend
end mouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink of me to srcCopy
visual effect scroll left very fastMimics the user interface consistency by
providing the feeling ofmoving along the same planewithin a given stack.
go next card
end mouseUp
Color Vision Deficiencies (last card) "Next
Arrow" icon script:
onmouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink of me to srcCopy
visual effect iris close fast-Zooms out of the Color Vision stack.
go next card
endmouseUp
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Color Vision OpticalDiagram "Fovea" textRold script.
-This is an example of a typical text field script, through which the respective
definition appears in the Infographic Text Field. This particular text field also
creates an animated sequence of color circles that point to the respective
physiological component.
onmouseUp
repeat 3 timesMakes the color circles visible/invisible 3 times.
show card graphic "fovea5"~The first in a series of five color circles.
wait 3 ticks
show card graphic
"fovea4"
wait 3 ticks
show card graphic
"fovea3"
wait 3 ticks
show card graphic
"fovea2"
wait 3 ticks
show card graphic "foveal"The last in a series of five color circles.
wait 3 ticks
hide card graphic "fovea5"
wait 3 ticks
hide card graphic "fovea4"
wait 3 ticks
hide card graphic "fovea3"
wait 3 ticks
hide card graphic "fovea2"
wait 3 ticks
hide card graphic
"foveal"
wait 3 ticks
end repeat
put empty into background field "Terms'-Clears any existing term.
put empty into background field "Definitions"--Clears any existing definition.
put
"Fovea-" into background field "Terms'-Enters new term.
put "A small depression in the retina's center that lacks rods "-
&"and that contains a high concentration of color-sensitive "-
&"cones. At this location, the retina is exceedingly thin, "->
&"and the dark brown color of the choroid is thus seen "-<
&"through
it." into background field "Definitions"-Enters new definition.
endmouseUp
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Color Vision Trichromatic TheoryAdditive ColorMixing color circle script:
onmouseDown
-The following repeat structure allows the user to click-and-drag the additive
primary to ultimately produce a mixture. A special
"inking"
effect has been
assigned to the color circle such that it will mix additively when dragged over
another object.
repeat until themouse is up
set loc ofme to themouseLoc
end repeat
end mouseDown
Light andObjects TranslucentOhiect "Sun" script:
onmouseDown
set the ink ofme to blend
end mouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink ofme to srcCopy
-Compl through Comp4 are light rays being emitted from the source in an
animated fashion.
show card graphic
"Compl"
show card graphic
"Comp2"
show card graphic
"Comp3"
show card graphic
"Comp4"
hide card graphic
"Compl"
hide card graphic
"Comp2"
hide card graphic
"Comp3"
hide card graphic
"Comp4"
-The following represent the dispersion of light as it bombards the translucent
object.
show card graphic
"GreenBounce"
show card graphic
"BlueBounce"
show card graphic
"RedBounce"
show card graphic
"RedLeft"
show card graphic
"RedMiddle"
show card graphic
"RedRight"
show card graphic
"Redl"
show card graphic
"Red2"
show card graphic
"Red3"
show card graphic
"Red4"
show card graphic
"BRedLeft"
show card graphic
"BRedMiddle"
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show card graphic
"BRedRight"
show card graphic
"BRedl"
show card graphic
"BRed2"
show card graphic
"BRed3"
show card graphic
"BRed4"
show card graphic
"Retro"
show card graphic
"White45"
show card graphic
"Whitel80"
show card graphic
"Absorption"
show card graphic "DiffuseReflection"
endMouseUp
ColorPerception ChromaticAdantation card "Begin" button script:
onmouseDown
set the shadow ofme to 0
endmouseDown
onmouseUp
set the shadow ofme to 5
put empty into background field
"Terms"
put empty into background field
"Definitions"
put "In 10 seconds, a gray square will appear. Focus on the it in "-<
&"order to neutralize your visual "->
&"sensitivity. Once the color graphic appears, focus on it and "-
&"think about its color and appearance. Consider the perceptual "->
&"parameters, such as: hue, chroma, and brightness." into-i
background field "Definitions"
hideme
wait for 12 secondsAutomatic timer set to the internal clock.
show card graphic "grayl"Displays the neutralizing square.
wait for 15 secondsAutomatic timer set to the internal clock.
hide card graphic "grayl"
show card graphic "daylight"Displays the first graphic.
put empty into background field
"Terms"
put empty into background field
"Definitions"
wait for 30 secondsAutomatic timer set to the internal clock.
put "What did you notice about the colors of the graphic? Did whites "-
&"appear white? Blues appear blue? Reds appear red? Greens appear "-<
&"green? etc. In the general sense, did these hues appear bright? "->
&"Dull? Highly chromatic?Memory color is very important to your "-
&"judgments thus far, as no reference graphic has yet been present"-'
&"ed. When you are ready to view the other image, select the
CONTIN"-
&"UE... button to the right of the
graphic."into-
background field
"Definitions"
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show card button "CONTINUE..."-Sets up the next series of events with similar
scripts.
endmouseUp
Aesthetics andDesign Illusion ofTransparency "card" ^ripf-
on closeCard
hide card field "Glossary"
put empty into background field "Terms"
put empty into background field "Definitions"
set the hilite of card button "checkl" to false-Deselects first check-box.
hide card graphic "r7"~Hides solution to first exercise.
set the hilite of card button "check2" to false-Deselects secondcheck-box.
hide card graphic "g7"~Hides solution to second exercise.
-The following "move" commands place the color rectangles at their original
screen coordinates, thus cleaning up the screen.
move card graphic
"rl"
to 470,115
move card graphic
"r2"
to 480,120
move card graphic
"r3"
to 490,125
move card graphic
"r4"
to 500,130
move card graphic
"r5"
to 510,135
move card graphic
"r6"
to 520,140
move card graphic
"gl"
to 470,210
move card graphic
"g2"
to 480,215
move card graphic
"g3"
to 490,220
move card graphic
"g4"
to 500,225
move card graphic
T'g5" to 510,230
move card graphic
"g6" to 520,235
end closeCard
ColorOrderMunsellHue Charts "5ft" button script:
on mouseUp
put
"5R" into card field "munselT-Reveals theMunsell designation.
hide card graphic "5YR"~These "hide" commands ensure that any visible
Munsell chart ismade invisible.
hide card graphic "5Y"
hide card graphic "5GY"
hide card graphic "5G"
hide card graphic "5BG"
hide card graphic "5B"
hide card graphic "5PB"
hide card graphic "5P"
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hide card graphic "5RP"
show card graphic "5R"~Displays the pertinentMunsell chart.
put empty into background field
"Terms"
put empty into background field
"Definitions"
put
"5R~Red" into background field "Terms"
put "This is one of the PRIMARY colors in the hue circle. Notice "->
&"that there are relativelymany samples within this chart, with "->
&"at least one sample residing at each level ofVALUE and
CHROMA." into-'
background field "Definitions"
endmouseUp
Color Order ChromaticityDiagram "NextArrow" button scribt:
on mouseDown
set the ink of me to blend
end mouseDown
onmouseUp
set the ink ofme to srcCopy
put empty into background field
"Terms"
put empty into background field
"Definitions"
hide card graphic "2x"
hide card graphic "2y"
hide card graphic
"nm"
hide card graphic
"2d"
hide card graphic
"3x"
hide card graphic
"3y"
hide card graphic
"Y"
hide card graphic
"3d"
hide card graphic
"ACTUAL"
hide card graphic
"DESIRED"
hide card button
"MATHEMATICS..."
hide card graphic
"equations"
set the hilite of card button "2-dimensional (x,y)
diagram"
to false
set the hilite of card button "3-dimensional (Y,x,y)
diagram"
to false
show card field "transition'-Displays message to user regarding improvements
in the design of the Chromaticity Diagram.
wait for 10 seconds
hide card field
"transition"
visual effect checkerboard fast-Simulates a total
transformation/metamorphosis of the Chromaticity Diagram, now
CIELAB/LUV.
go next card
end mouseUp
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CQmtfUter ColorModels HSR Color S^ciHcnHpn card "Hue" text field script-
onmouseUp
hide card graphic "h5"
hide card graphic "h6"
hide card graphic "h7"
hide card graphic "h8"
hide card graphic "h9"
hide card graphic "hlO"
repeat 2 times-Creates an animated effect by cycling twice through the
sequence.
show card graphic
"h5"
show card graphic
"h6"
show card graphic
"h7"
show card graphic
"h8"
show card graphic
"h9"
show card graphic
"hlO"
hide card graphic "h5"
hide card graphic "h6"
hide card graphic "h7"
hide card graphic "h8"
hide card graphic "h9"
hide card graphic "hlO"
end repeat
show card graphic
"h5"
show card graphic
"h6"
show card graphic
"h7"
show card graphic
"h8"
show card graphic
"h9"
show card graphic
"hlO"
put empty into background field
"Terms"
put empty into background field
"Definitions"
put
"Hue-" into background field "Terms"
put "An attribute of a color bywhich it is distinguished from other "->
&"colors and judged to be similar to one, or a portion, of the "->
&"spectral hues. Physically, hue is determined bywavelength. Note "-
&"that hues are arranged in polar fashion, but each has a unique "->
&"numerical designation between 0 and 65,535 where degrees corres"
&"pond to DAC values (digital to analog
conversion)." into-
background field "Definitions"
end mouseUp
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